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ABSTRACT 
This research paper discusses the role of paradox in my creative and spiritual practices, 
inspired by a six month exchange to Japan, and Peaks, my work responding to that 
experience. Peaks reflects upon the contrast between the natural and urban landscapes 
of Japan, and the relationship between contemporary Japanese culture and traditional 
spiritual ideals. Peaks is also a personal enquiry, questioning the role of spiritual 
seeking in contemporary life. I explore seven key themes in relation to Peaks and my 
broader practices - naivety, autobiography, narrative, history, nature, mysticism and 
liminality. This progression leads to an understanding of the human need for 
connection beyond our individual selves, to nature, to the numinous. Being human is 
to embody a state of paradox, as the ‘one’ in ‘oneness’, the ‘finite’ in the ‘infinite’. 
Creative and spiritual practices provide means to engage with this essential 
relationship. 
– –viii
FOREWORD 
Excluding the first, each chapter of this research paper focuses on an artist who has 
been important to me and my development as an artist, alongside a theme that relates 
to both to their creative practice and my own.  These chapters came about through a 1
conversation with a number of source texts, relating to each of the focus artists. This is 
why you will find a movement back and forth, a ‘call and response’ between my own 
voice and the source texts. The conversation is not a literal one, however it is an apt 
metaphor to represent my process. In writing this research paper, I turned, one-by-one, 
to these source texts and began to read. As I read, the ideas and content of the chapters 
came forth in response, in relationship, and the writing herein unfolded. In some cases, 
a theme shifted as I uncovered what was truly pertinent as a point of reference. 
 I have preferred texts where the artist is able to speak for themselves. Through my 
process, the artists and their work became a mirror that I used for reflection upon the 
themes, in relation to my own process and work. This research paper does not function 
as a complete exegesis but rather opens certain windows upon the focus artwork, 
casting light at diﬀerent angles, and more diﬀusely, upon my larger practice. I hope 
that in this format, the reader can follow a conversation that both reflects upon the 
ideas put forward by and around the artists as well as elements of my own artistic 
practice. 
 I use the term 'artist’ broadly, including the poet Mary Oliver.1
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INTRODUCTION 
The overarching theme of this research paper is the embracing of paradox, in both my 
artistic practice and the spiritual life that inspires it. Paradox allows a reality in which 
the seemingly contradictory co-exist. Informed by explorations of Shinto, Zen 
Buddhism and mysticism, I am drawn to paradox as a way of understanding 
experiences that otherwise seem contradictory.  The quality of paradox underpins my 2
conception and experience of reality; my artistic practice is an expression of this 
experience. Peaks, the body of work that I created during my Master of Fine Arts 
candidature, is the result and embodiment of this paradox in practice. 
 In the first chapter of this research paper, I describe the physicality of Peaks and its 
thematic underpinnings. I also detail the developments in my practice that led up to 
Peaks. In the following chapters, I proceed with specific examples of paradox in 
practice, relating to Peaks and my broader artistic practice. Each of these chapters 
focuses on an artist and a theme connecting their work to my own. 
 Chapter two looks at the cultivation of naivety in my artistic practice, referencing 
the artist Miranda July. In this chapter I describe the way in which, in my practice, I 
move away from self-consciousness in favour of openness, whilst remaining tethered to 
the intentionality and reflection necessary to an informed practice. 
 Chapter three addresses the theme of autobiography in my work, relating this to the 
artist Tracey Emin. Here I explore the potential of autobiography to tell an individual’s 
story whilst opening up to collective meaning. 
 Chapter four discusses the conscious construction of narrative in my work, looking 
to artist Roni Horn for reference. Here I argue that working with narrative beyond the 
linear norm allows for divergent representations of time and nature, expressing 
divergent experiences of reality. 
 Chapter five brings up the issue of history and its continuing presence in site, as 
relating to the work of artist Anne Ferran. Here I conclude that, whilst a site may allow 
certain levels of access, it also keeps knowledge hidden, acting as a silent witness. 
 Chapter six speaks to nature and the beauty in its impermanence, looking to artist 
Risaku Suzuki. When photography and nature come together, as in Suzuki’s practice 
and my own, the finite and infinite co-exist. 
 Chapter seven is an enquiry into mysticism, human nature and creative practice, 
referencing poet Mary Oliver. Here I assert that relief to individual suﬀering can be 
found in relationship to the numinous, accessible through various means, including 
creative and spiritual practices, and intimacy with nature. 
 Chapter eight looks at the function of liminality in art, referencing artist Adrian 
Clement. This final chapter discusses how spaces of liminality can be utilised in 
 Roger J. Davies, “Shinto,” in Japanese Culture, (Oxford: Tuttle Publishing, 2006), 39-40. Shinto is 2
an ancient animist religion of Japan, wherein the many kami or nature gods are worshipped at 
jinja or shrines. For an expanded introduction to Shinto, see appendix A. Davies, “Zen,” in 
Japanese Culture, 93-94. Zen Buddhism is a religion that is deeply embedded in Japanese culture 
and philosophy. Originating from the introduction of Chan Buddhism to Japan in the 6th century 
A.D., Zen Buddhism brings together experiential meditation practices (including koan practice, or 
meditation on paradox, which leads to satori or breakthrough spiritual insight) with philosophical 
concepts such as ‘emptiness’ and ‘impermanence’. For an expanded introduction to Zen 
Buddhism, see appendices B and C.
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creative practice to engage the viewer with experiences of interconnectedness, 
impermanence and the unknown. 
 I have included four appendices in this research paper. Appendices A and B serve to 
provide a nuanced understanding and contextualisation of two Japanese religions, 
Shinto and Zen Buddhism, which are referenced throughout the text. Appendix C 
builds upon appendix B, helping to explain some of the slipperier concepts of Zen 
Buddhism that are referenced in the text. Appendix D is a photo essay presenting the 
individual photographs, videos (one video still for each) and texts included in the body 
of work Peaks. Here you can see the images of  Peaks in more detail than allowed by the 
installation views featured in chapter one. 
  Peaks explores imagery of landscapes and sacred sites of Japan, a country with an 
ancient and living history of Shinto syncretised with Zen Buddhism. This body of work 
shows timeless scenes of natural wonder interspersed with evidence of human 
presence, both historical and contemporary. Photography, video and text present a 
non-linear narrative made up of observations from my gaijin perspective, as visitor, 
passing between both the natural and urban environments of Japan. Peaks also reflects 
on the complexities of nature-worship within the mundane context of contemporary 
urban life.  Ultimately, Peaks is an enquiry into the human need for connection with 3
nature and the numinous. This question leads to the timeless paradox of the human 
condition, that of individual consciousness versus interconnection or ‘oneness’. As this 
research paper concludes, an experiential understanding of this paradox is necessary to 
put the human mind and heart at ease in a reality founded on impermanence and 
‘emptiness’. 
 Gaijin translates as foreigner or stranger (literally ‘person from another land’).3
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CHAPTER 1.  PEAKS 
As a child I thought a great deal about meaninglessness, which seemed at the time 
the most prominent negative feature on the horizon. After a few years of failing to 
find meaning in the more commonly recommended venues I learned that I could 
find it in geology, so I did. This in turn enabled me to find meaning in the 
Episcopal litany, most acutely in the words as it was in the beginning, is now and 
ever shall be, world without end, which I interpreted as a literal description of the 
constant changing of the earth, the unending erosion of the shores and mountains, 
the inexorable shifting of the geological structures that could throw up mountains 
and islands and could just as reliably take them away. I found earthquakes, even 
when I was in them, deeply satisfying, abruptly revealed evidence of the scheme in 
action. That the scheme could destroy the works of man might be a personal regret 
but remained, in the larger picture I had come to recognize, a matter of abiding 
indiﬀerence. No eye was on the sparrow. No one was watching me. As it was in the 
beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. 
—Rebecca Lee, “Slatland,” Bobcat and Other Stories  4
My artistic practice has undergone three significant transformations within the period 
of my Master of Fine Arts candidature, all informing the development of Peaks (Figures 
1-13). The first was a transition from working with video (film) as photographic to 
working in photography as filmic. The former is exemplified in the work I made for my 
Undergraduate Degree Honours in 2010, Photographs of two people who could do 
anything with their lives, and the latter in The Milk of Time (Figures 14-16), a work in 
progress started in 2014 that I initially intended to make the focus of my Masters 
research. Photographs of two people is a modifiable video piece (it can be shown as one 
video or as a multi-channel video installation), wherein I filmed my parents in the act 
of re-staging archival photographs of themselves from earlier in their lives, remaining 
stationary (as much as possible) for the duration of the shot. These ‘photographs’ are 
edited together to form a kind of photo album. This work, informed by the text Still 
Moving, sparked an exploration of still moving as a concept which continues into my 
current practice.  5
 For The Milk of Time, I used snapshots from my personal archive of travel 
photographs, manipulating the opacity, which added an ethereal, uncanny eﬀect to the 
images. This work was the first instance that I used groupings of similar images 
together, to create a concurrent sense of stillness and motion, further developing my 
exploration of the still moving. Although the photographs are still images, seen 
together, like film stills, they create a sense of flow and animation in the mind’s eye. 
The changes to opacity, bringing a quality of milkiness to the images, further disrupt 
the sense of timeflow. This milky opacity relates to natural phenomena, such as fog or 
mist, that by altering visibility aﬀects one’s sense of time. When living in the Blue 
Mountains, due to the climate, mist was often present. I distinctly remember one 
encounter, while walking outdoors, when mist thickened around me to the point that I 
couldn’t see in any direction. No colour, no form, only white and the light sensation of 
dampness. For this moment, maybe one or two minutes, I had no sense of time or 
space. It was a visceral experience of liminality that impressed itself upon my memory.  6
 Rebecca Lee, “Slatland,” in Bobcat and Other Stories (Melbourne: The Text Publishing Company, 4
2014), 69.
 Karen Beckman and Jean Ma, eds., Still Moving (Durham: Duke University Press, 2008).5
 Liminality will be discussed further in chapter eight.6
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 The second transformation of my practice was brought about by a collaboration 
with fellow artist and current Doctorate of Philosophy candidate at Sydney College of 
the Arts, Adrian Clement.  Under the name Hamish & Rose, we exhibited our White 7
project at Verge Gallery, The University of Sydney (Figure 17), in 2016. This was the first 
time that I had worked with sculpture and installation in my practice. Clement guided 
the White exhibition towards an aesthetic of simplicity through the use of wooden 
MUJI-brand frames, shelving and tables.  This presentation style has now become my 8
default for ‘framing’ my work, as it embodies the qualities of accessibility, simplicity 
and humility that I aim for in my practice. 
 White was informed by Clement an I’s shared interest in Zen Buddhism, traditional 
Japanese culture and, specifically, the Japanese designer Kenya Hara. Hara's book 
White is an phenomenological exploration of ‘white’ in relation to Japanese aesthetics 
and ‘emptiness’.  I contributed four works to White, each created in response to the 9
phenomena of ‘white’. Once (Figures 18-19) is a single white candle that is lit at the 
beginning of the exhibition and then remains in its melted form. White candles are 
used ritually in many spiritual traditions; the ‘emptiness’ of white allows it to hold any 
meaning or intention that is projected upon it. Once is a reference to the impermanence 
inherent in materiality, and specifically the finite quality of human life. Grose River 
Valley (Figure 20) is a pair of black and white photographs, depicting mist hovering over 
a valley. Here, the valley is a vessel that is alternately filled and emptied of the mist, an 
illustration of the transience of natural phenomena. White Water (Figure 21) depicts 
this changeability in another form, running water. Compiling close-up images of a 
waterfall, in White Water, the incessant movement of the water means that it is 
constantly shifting between clear translucency and white opacity. Rose Water (Figure 
22) is an installation of, quite literally, a bowl of rose water. In this work, the scented 
water is visually empty (translucent) and yet contains the essence of roses, a rich and 
colourful scent. These four works, combined with Clement’s, formed a collection of 
experiences of the phenomenon ‘white’ and the qualities of ‘emptiness’ and 
impermanence that ‘white' embodies.  Since the White exhibition, my artistic practice 10
continues to be informed by an interest in Japanese culture, with a focus on Zen 
Buddhism, Shinto and Japanese aesthetics of simplicity. The development of these 
interests, via the Hamish a collaboration, influenced me to explore the possibility of a 
research exchange to Japan. 
 The final transformation of my practice was the six month research exchange to the 
Tokyo University of the Arts (GEIDAI) that I participated in, under the supervision of 
Professor Risaku Suzuki.  During the exchange, I produced Peaks, a collection of 11
photographic prints combined with text and video pieces. Peaks marks a focusing in on 
 Clement is the featured artist in chapter eight.7
 An iconic Japanese department store known for innovative design, quality materials and an 8
aesthetic of simplicity.
 “This book is not about color. Rather, I have attempted to investigate an entity called ‘white’ in 9
order to locate those resources of sensitivity that are posited by one’s own culture. In other words, 
I have attempted to find the source of a Japanese aesthetic that produces simplicity and subtlety 
through the concept of white.” Kenya Hara, “Prologue,” in White (Baden: Lars Müller Publishers, 
2008), i.
 Discussion of White in relation to Clement's work will take place in chapter eight.10
 Suzuki is the featured artist in chapter six.11
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nature and landscape as subject matter; a narrative of the urban and mundane 
interwoven with natural and mythical imagery, creating tension and dialogue between 
these storylines. Peaks relates to The Milk of Time in the use of ‘travel’ photography as 
material. However, unlike The Milk of Time in which I made use of ‘found’ archival 
images, for Peaks I created original imagery, melding the processes of travel and art-
making. 
 Peaks is a modifiable artwork in that the individual pieces can be added or 
subtracted in response to the exhibition space and conditions. The work includes 
thirty-seven framed A4 colour prints, groupings of which make up individually titled 
works within the larger body. These images feature, primarily, the Japanese landscapes 
of Mie and Wakayama prefectures. In addition to the landscape imagery, I also 
photographed people interacting with and passing through the sites that I was visiting. 
I wanted to explore the relationship between humans and the land. The landscapes 
found in these areas are highly sacred to locals because they host the Kumano Kodō, an 
ancient pilgrimage route that is World Heritage listed. The Kumano Kodō connects the 
Kumano Sanzan, the three Grand Shrines of Kumano: Kumano Hongū Taisha, Kumano 
Nachi Taisha and Kumano Hayatama Taisha. The route also connects to the Ise Grand 
Shrine in Mie Prefecture, famous for the Shinto ritual of renewal that is enacted upon it 
every twenty years. At this time, the entire Shrine is dismantled and made anew, using 
traditional building techniques. It is a tradition that embodies the importance of 
impermanence in Shinto.  Peaks features both Buddhist and Shinto sacred sites and 12
the Kumano region is known for its cultural melding of the two. In these sites the 
spiritual presence of nature is palpable. There, I was reminded of my own spiritual 
connection to nature, especially formative experiences communing with nature as a 
child. 
 The second element of Peaks is video; a number of short, single-frame videos which 
I consider to be photographic in nature due to a quality of stillness in the fixed-camera 
viewpoint. Featuring ambient sound, they show such scenes as koi swimming in an 
urban pond, sunlight shifting over rustling leaves in a forest and swallows taking flight 
over a lake at dusk. In part poetic, in part uneventful, the videos provide a quiet 
interlude that asks for the viewer’s time, patience and presence. The work necessitates 
this commitment if the viewer is to fully access the work, which would not be 
“readable”  without taking (and giving) one’s own time. It is important to note too that, 13
whilst a part of the whole body that is Peaks, the video pieces are not presented 
alongside the prints. Some separation is needed so that the literally moving imagery of 
the videos does not distract from or impinge upon the implied movement of the still 
images, as it is wont to do. 
 Peaks also includes a small number of printed texts, presented in the same way as, 
and alongside, the photographs. These texts feature a selection of unedited writings 
from my journal, personal observations and reflections that function in a similar way to 
the photographs, as images. In an autobiographical way, they share my personal 
experience as I navigated the ‘foreign' land that I was travelling through. They provide a 
 Hara, “Prologue,” 39. 12
 Roni Horn, “Interview,” interview by Lynne Cooke in Roni Horn, ed. Lynne Cooke (London: 13
Phaidon, 2000), 9.
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view into the way that the land was penetrating my interior life, provoking in me 
feelings of bliss and longing. 
 During the exchange, I travelled back and forth between Tokyo and regional areas 
of Japan (such as the aforementioned Mie and Wakayama prefectures). This was a 
firsthand experience of the stark contrast between metropolitan and regional life in 
Japan. Shuttling between the intense urbanisation of city life to the intense quiet and 
spaciousness of nature; I found it diﬃcult to reconcile these contrasting environments 
and their aﬀect on me. In Tokyo, the frenetic energy, lights, sounds, air pollution and 
my own sense of isolation within a crowded city all contributed to the diﬃculty I had 
adapting to this new environment. And yet, the city itself provoked wonder in me, not 
least because of the unfathomable the reality of the over nine million people living 
there. Having come from the quiet Blue Mountains, where I had lived a somewhat 
isolated life on the edge of the bush, Tokyo was a mind-blowing contrast. The exchange 
was a diﬃcult time for me, as homesickness was exacerbated by prolonged jet lag and 
undiagnosed anaemia, depression and anxiety.  I have found that periods of acute 14
mental illness can bring with them a proximity to spiritual life that is lessened in more 
stable times. I am grateful for the perspective, of both the fragility and inherent wonder 
and sacredness in life, that my illness brought at this time. Now I can look back from 
the safety of recovery, to appreciate what I experienced and learned then. My intention 
with Peaks, and this research paper, is to maintain a connection with that spiritual 
insight whilst bringing to it grounding research and reflection, together forming a 
balanced understanding of the human condition and the nature of life. 
 I was diagnosed with all three when I returned to Australia. I was also diagnosed with Attention 14
Deficit Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD), which will come up in chapter seven.
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CHAPTER 2. NAIVETY 
I aspire to naivety, both in the technicalities of my practice and its philosophical 
underpinnings. This requires a constant moving-towards openness, play and process, 
and a moving-away from rules of taste and expectations. Naivety in practice is the 
embracing of spontaneity, imperfection and chance, and further, is to make meaning 
from uncontrolled and unexpected results. These qualities can be found in the genre-
busting work of Miranda July, bringing together diﬀerent art forms, technologies and 
social experiments. July’s practice operates between play and confrontation, intimacy 
and strangeness, moving beyond zones of familiarity and comfort to access the 
awkward beauty and meaning that can be found in everyday life.  She consciously puts 15
herself in the role of beginner, whether it’s writing a novel, making a film or developing 
an app.  This mindset strips away the sense of security that builds up with experience, 16
and liberates her from the conventional rules and expectations associated with a 
medium. 
de Duve: Because the medium produces so many automatic results, the decisions 
aﬀecting each one of its technical parameters matter with a sense of urgency not 
found in painting or elsewhere… The history of photography is replete with heated 
discussions about the ethics and politics of technical decision: to crop or not to 
crop; to retouch or not to retouch; whether a completely blurred snapshot is 
admissible; whether the ‘decisive moment’ doctrine is elitist, etc.  17
 As de Duve writes, photography is a complex medium, where meaning is derived 
from every decision leading to the final product.  Decisions (even the choice to leave 18
something to chance) are to photography what mark making is to painting, every mark 
counts. When I began my degree in Photomedia in 2006, I began a process of learning, 
and then consciously un-learning, various tropes and rules of taste pertaining to 
photography and ‘good’ art. I have discovered through my practice that, in making the 
decisions inherent to photography, there is a need to disregard matters of ‘taste’ in 
order to move forward freely, without the impediment of self-consciousness. Miranda 
July is an artist who, working across mediums such as writing, theatre, sculpture, 
performance, film, installation and digital media, defies the conventions of each 
medium. Uncomfortable ideas and acts occur frequently in her work, which seems to 
operate beyond the dichotomy of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ taste. Furthermore, July actively 
 Miranda July, “Miranda July,” interview by Ross Simonini, The Believer (Fall 2015), https://15
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flirts with failure as a motivating and inspiring force in her practice. July flies in the 
face of her fears when it comes to facing new projects and mediums, actively wading 
out beyond her comfort zone and swimming beyond her depth.  19
July: I suppose the daily disciplines are just a reflection of the qualities of my inner 
world—a mixture of paralysis and terror and a lighter, freer, kind of rebellious 
woman. So those are just constantly pushing against each other, and that’s played 
out in every area of my life.  20
 I find July’s approach to her creative practices inspiring as, since childhood, I have 
preferred to do things my own way regardless of whether there is a functional result. 
Two examples come to mind: in sixth grade Design and Technology class I made a 
wooden pencil case with the added features of glossy black paint and nails pointing up 
inside from the base (heralding the beginning of my goth phase); the blue jelly pie that I 
invented (literally a pie crust with packet-made blue jelly inside) that nobody was game 
to try. Complete failures aside, it is the unexpected results that draw me forward and I 
find that mistakes and chance are much more interesting than anything I can 
‘conceptualise’ and plan in advance. Everyone has their own way of working and mine 
derives from my personality, my personal frustrations and joys. For example, learning 
the technical aspects of photography has never been my forté. Instead, I learn just 
enough to do what I need to do, perhaps even a little less, and then muddle along with 
that. For me, what matters is an open mindset, willingness to play and commitment to 
process. The end result is only a dangling carrot (tantalising but always slightly out of 
reach). The process is the juicy part; the stretching, the trying, the red herrings and left 
turns, the learning and, above all, playing with potential. Underlying this process is the 
willingness to let go of self-consciousness and embrace naivety. I am yet to realise this 
fully, but I hold these as my guiding aspirations. 
July: I like embracing kind of normal forms but am always trying to approach them 
as if no one’s ever done that before. As if I’m literally the first person to ever write a 
book… I don’t know that it is diﬀerent. I think probably a lot of people do that. But 
maybe in my case, because it’s always been a long time since I last worked in that 
medium—many years—maybe it’s not just that I’m the first person to ever write a 
book, but that I have no recollection of ever having written anything. So it’s not 
part of my identity the way it might be for other writers or filmmakers or artists. 
Everywhere I go, I’m more of a novice or an outsider than the other people in the 
field.  21
 While it may not be obvious to others, Peaks represents a risk for me. Making this 
work, I set aside certain internalised ‘rules’ about art-making and my anxieties about 
how the work might be received. It was challenging to put the work first, before my own 
insecurities and instincts of self-preservation. The texts are the most uncomfortable, as 
this is the first time I have included writing in an artwork and, further, they are taken 
straight from my personal journal, unedited. I worried too about the video quality, the 
sound distortion caused by wind and the movement of the camera without a stabilising 
tripod. Also, are the prints too small? However, it is these very qualities that make the 
 July, “Miranda July.”19
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work, to me, hand-made, humble, endearing and personal. These are the marks from 
which meaning is derived. 
Simonini: Do you find that you’re generally drawn to the outsider aesthetic and the 
look of amateurism? 
July: Yeah, I have kind of a resistance to people who talk about their “practice” and 
who are just so professional. Someone like Lydia Davis is as much of an insider as 
you could be in, like, the literary world, and yet her work maintains this outsider  
quality, so that when you read it you get a hint of, Oh right, there’s not any rules. 
You could do anything and call it your work.  22
 When I talk about naivety, I am talking both about the technical approach that I 
take to my work and to a kind of philosophical approach also. For the former, this 
means employing an often haphazard, spontaneous and consciously irreverent way of 
making. The tools that I have at hand are ‘good enough’ and require an acceptance of 
their quirks and shortcomings.  The material that I have at hand is also what I work 23
with; in the case of Peaks, what began as essentially the observations (in the forms of 
photography, video and writing) of a tourist, a traveller. I don’t want to labour the 
process or the point, for fear of getting caught up in my own red tape and losing 
momentum. Accessibility and movement are what matters and meaning will inevitably 
follow. 
July: It was still super hard, but even on bad days, I would come home from my 
oﬃce and say to my husband, “Well, the writing’s horrible, but I still like the story!” 
Like, “Too bad I’m not writing it well, but I’m a fan of these characters, and I wanna 
do better by them.” That was kind of my feeling the whole time. I was aware that 
the love of the story was pulling me through.  24
 The naive mindset is childlike, playful, experimental, risk-taking, wilful.  25
Disregarding “should” and “supposed to.” As I said, I’ve never felt like I developed 
professional-grade technical skill as a photographer, or writer, or in any medium really. 
And I think this lack of accountability to a craft has a freeing eﬀect. I don't spend much 
energy thinking about technicalities but rather can approach making in a casual, 
spontaneous way, similar to journalling. Whether the images make it into a work or not 
isn’t particularly important. I can't know what I will use until I review them as images 
outside of the original experience they were a part of. I won’t know whether they will 
aﬀect me, or what potential is in them. I won't know what accidents of light or 
movement might add or subtract to their aura. I can’t know in advance what will make 
them meaningful. I may have hopes, but I'm aware in the making (at least the first 
explorative stage of observing and capturing), that I need to hold these hopes very 
lightly lest they become heavy and bring the process down. There is paradox in my 
practice, in the tension between training and a conscious eschewing of the rules and 
 July, “Miranda July.” Lydia Davis is an American feminist writer and translator, famous for 22
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expectations learned during this training. Also, it is in the practice of art making 
without self-consciousness or fixed expectations whilst holding the intention to 
produce meaningful and reflective work. My practice shifts back and forth along these 
continua, this is where I find and make meaning. 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Figure 23. Miranda July, It Chooses You 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Figure 24. Miranda July, It Chooses You 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Figure 25. Miranda July, It Chooses You 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Figure 26. Miranda July, It Chooses You 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Figure 27. Miranda July, It Chooses You 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CHAPTER 3. AUTOBIOGRAPHY 
Peaks is, in a sense, a work of autobiography, reflecting my inner world at a particular 
time in my life. Autobiography begins as a sharing of personal experience that then 
opens itself to the viewer, allowing them to see themselves in relation to the work. 
Through this relationship, what begins as meaningful to the artist becomes shared 
meaning, even archetypal. The voice of autobiography, to tell one’s own story, is 
powerful. The voice of women has, historically, been devalued and, whilst equality has 
been improved over the decades, women still live, and create, in the shadow of this 
legacy. There is an agency in reclaiming autobiography, as a female artist and a 
feminist. I see this in the work of Tracey Emin, both in her art and writing. 
July: At age sixty-five, an age so far past young as to be almost unfeminine, a 
woman had decided to photograph herself every single day. It was immediately 
one of my favourite works of art, all the more significant because she wasn’t Sophie 
Callé or Tracey Emin. She knew no one would clamor for the three rooms’ worth of 
albums; their value was entirely self-defined. And though of course I wished I had 
somehow saved the albums, the performance had to end with her dying and the 
collection being thrown into the dumpster. It was the ending that really made you 
think.  26
 In 1995, Tracey Emin made the video work Why I never became a dancer (Figures 
28-30), a piece that used archival footage of Margate (the seaside resort town where 
Emin grew up) in it’s seventies heyday, alongside contemporary footage of Emin 
dancing. Emin narrates the video, telling the story of how, as a teenager, she entered a 
dance competition that, if she won, would take her on a national tour, opening up the 
world beyond Margate. When she was one of the last contestants left dancing, boys 
(and men) from the audience, many of whom she had slept with, began to yell out “slag, 
slag, slag” and Emin ran oﬀ in tears.  This work is a perfect example of the way in 27
which Emin tells personal stories through her art, interwoven with nostalgia, pain and 
pleasure. Emin has received much criticism over the years, both aimed at her work and 
her person (being both female and coming from poverty). She was brave, in those 
times, to speak about her life, her childhood (both wonderful and traumatic), and the 
demons and angels that she lived with. She was, and is, one of those game-changing 
women who paved the way for the next generation, who took art to a new level. She 
pushed the visibility of female artists in a culture where the default reaction was to 
dismiss the new and subversive. She spoke out, in her life and work, defying those 
people who saw her and thought “slag,” as she’d been shamed and dismissed in her 
childhood. 
Emin: I went through hell with the Turner Prize. I was slagged oﬀ non-stop, not just 
the tabloids but the broadsheets, for months. I was regularly doorstepped and so 
was my boyfriend and I was referred to as an embarrassment to British art by the 
then Minister of Culture. (That really put a nail in the coﬃn.) My work was 
vandalised twice - three times including the fact that the Tate removed six of my 
 Miranda July, It Chooses You (Edinburgh: Canongate, 2012), 111.26
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films without my permission. The whole thing about the Turner Prize - it can be a 
pretty nasty experience.  28
 I may be naive, but I do think that everyone has something to oﬀer. And when they 
do so, it touches people (which is perhaps all we’re ever needing in life, to touch and be 
touched, to connect in meaningful ways). Just like Miranda July’s It Chooses You, in 
which everyone she encounters, everyone who is willing to play the game with her even 
though neither of them really know the rules, contributes a story from, as July 
describes them, “an infinite number of simultaneous stories,” each adding up, with the 
help of July's commentary, to mean something very poignant and existential.  That 29
said, I'm no Tracey Emin. Nor am I a sixty-five year old woman who’s earned her value 
as an outsider artist through sheer lived experience.  It's hard for me to tell my story 30
and feel that it's worthwhile. My sister, six years my senior, tells me that  as a small 
child I was golden. With blonde ringlets and a permanent smile, I trusted everyone. I 
somehow knew that I would always be met with love. One family story tells of the time I 
leapt oﬀ the dining table without warning, in complete faith that my grandfather would 
catch me. And he did. But I don’t know that girl. My closest memory to that time, and 
one of my earliest, is that of eating a spoonful of dirt in the school playground to 
impress my friends. At that point I must have had both a strong immune system and 
complete confidence in my social status. What I more clearly remember of my later 
childhood is spending a lot of time alone, left with my imagination as company. For a 
number of years, my dog Maggie was my best friend and we spent the afternoons 
walking together. Daydreaming was my survival mechanism in a world that I didn’t 
really understand, and that didn't really understand me. Now if I receive recognition or 
praise, it bounces oﬀ me, repelled by surprise and disbelief. I’ve never been good at self-
promotion and, at thirty years of age, I feel I’m neither young enough nor old enough to 
demand attention. So, I think of Tracey Emin, of her bravery and her genius. How she 
broke art open with her honesty and vulnerability. How she was repeatedly laughed at 
and dismissed. How she's the one laughing now, still doing things her way. And how her 
work held up over time and is inspiring new generations. 
Emin: The most important thing about being an artist is to have the space to walk 
around inside our selves. It’s not about what is made, what is external, but about 
the true essence of how it arrives and where it came from.  31
 In March 2016, I arrived at the Narita airport and caught the bus across the city to 
Asakadai, the satellite to Tokyo where I would be staying. That trip, staring out the 
window, taking photos like mad, feeling like one hundred percent inspiration; I was 
completely overstimulated by unfamiliarity. This feeling lasted for a number of weeks. 
It was a strange experience, and very freeing, to be unknown in a huge city, more 
densely populated than my mind could fathom. I walked down the street expecting, as 
a gaijin, to stand out but the Japanese people are, on the whole, excruciatingly polite 
and have perfected the art of looking without being seen to look. This was a kind of 
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invisibility I'd never experienced before, lost in the crowd. I found comfort in my local 
combini (convenience store), bakery and post oﬃce, where the staﬀ knew to expect 
somewhat unusual service interactions. In my art, in my thinking, I was alone. I 
phoned home, a lot. In my life in Japan, language and cultural diﬀerences came, 
sometimes clearly and sometimes with a frustrating obscurity, between myself and 
others. A bridge of understanding and communication that never quite met in the 
middle. And so, I began working within this void, with no external reflection against 
which to judge myself. Conversations were largely with myself, and so it was only 
natural that my work became a reflection of this inner state, a melding of the images 
around me and the naratives in my head. My whole life at this time, especially in the 
beginning, as I fumbled to make connections and adapt, was autobiography, an 
instinctual need to find meaning in the self-referential internal world in which I found 
myself. 
  
Oliver: Many of the poems are “I did this. I did this. I saw this.” I wanted… the “I” to 
be the possible reader… Rather than about myself. It was about an experience that 
happened to be mine but could well have been anybody else’s. And that was my 
feeling about the “I.” I have been criticized by one editor who felt that “I” would be 
felt as ego. And I thought, no, well, I’m going to risk it and see. And I think it 
worked. It enjoined the reader into the experience of the poem.  32
 Whilst autobiography is where Peaks came from, it’s not where I want it to remain. 
It is a collection of images that I hope the viewer can relate to; finding their own 
reflection, recognising their own inner life, their experiences and dreams. Or, if they 
don’t find their own likeness, then seeing through another’s eyes and learning through 
an experience and perception diﬀerent to their own. I hope that my own story speaks 
softly so that others can still hear their own thoughts. I see myself in a lineage of artists 
and women following on from Tracey Emin and I hope that, akin to Mary Oliver, my 
work provides a starting point for questioning life and a possible connection to 
something bigger than oneself.  33
Emin: Today I am so tired, profoundly tired. I need to sleep for about a million 
years. But I am so excited, it is like a quote from Byron: “I am standing on the edge 
of a precipice, and it is a wonderful view.” 
 Tomorrow I go to Basel, on another friend’s jet. I have to get up at the crack of 
dawn. Why am I going? To look at art. I once had an exhibition called ‘I Need Art 
Like I Need God’. Art has been my best friend, my spiritual guidance, and at the 
lowest times of my life it has swept me up and taken care of me. 
 Thank you art, I love you.  34
 The beauty of art is that it allows the artist to bridge the gap between personal and 
universal, intimate and political. Telling one’s story is an act of agency upon the world 
and, at the same time, an invitation that includes the viewer in its meaning-making. 
Autobiography as a feminist issue is really a question of inclusion. With Peaks, I am 
adding my experience to the collective narrative and inviting others to share in it. 
 Mary Oliver, “Mary Oliver,” interview by Krista Tippett, On Being, 15 October, 2015, https://32
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Figure 28. Tracey Emin, Why I Never Became A Dancer  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Figure 29. Tracey Emin, Why I Never Became A Dancer 
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Figure 30. Tracey Emin, Why I Never Became A Dancer  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CHAPTER 4. NARRATIVE 
The issue of narrative is raised inherently when working with images in series (and in 
the case of Peaks, I consider all parts - the photographs, videos and texts - to function as 
images). Horn’s practice, exemplified in her work Pi (Figures 31-32), is an example of 
how narrative can function in ways beyond the default of linearity. This allows the 
viewer to experience diﬀerent representations of time and life, such as the circularity 
and cycles of nature. Peaks also presents a narrative that is, whilst not as literally 
circular as Pi, non-linear in both a literal and thematic sense.  
Horn: The Arctic Circle doesn’t exist except as a mapping device. It’s a bit of civil 
infrastructure; it functions, in a sense, as a means to relate humanity to the scale of 
event that the planet exists in. Pi too represents a means of relation to something 
that exceeds us. In this installation it refers to a collection of circular and cyclical 
events, which, together, form an idea of constancy.  35
 Roni Horn’s Pi is about relationships, cycles, circles. There is no standard linear 
narrative to the work because that is not what Horn encountered when visiting the 
small rural island (situated within the Arctic Circle) where Pi was photographed. 
Instead, Horn found that the circular metaphor extended to the lives of the people 
living there, influenced by the horizon, the ocean, the seasonal light, the eider ducks 
and the harvest of their down, by the reality of ageing and the fantasy of Guiding 
Light.  All this, Horn presents as a loop; a never-ending circle of life for the viewer to 36
be immersed in. In an interview with Lynne Cooke, Horn discusses the notion of 
hierarchy and her intention to make Pi equalising, so that no element holds court but 
rather each part expresses interconnectedness. This is brought home by the installation 
format of the work in exhibition. The photographs are hung horizontally, equally and 
uniformly to surround the viewer. No one image stands out as being more descriptive 
or intimate, but rather each possesses a balance between specific and general; not 
slipping into abstraction nor galvanising into documentary.  Horn’s control over the 37
images, through her editing process, results in a seamless, whole  and experiential work 
where the images do more than hang, artfully arranged, on the walls but, rather, 
become cinematic in their activation of space and time for the viewer. 
Horn: The inner logic needs to be extremely intelligible to the viewer in order to 
have this wide range among the images and still keep the work cohesive… Once 
you recognise and step into the logic of this piece, it becomes evident that 
everything matters. The more clear the thing becomes to you, the more defined the 
critical edge becomes. The work is complex, not just in terms of its content, but in 
terms of how the viewer relates to it and, ultimately, puts it together.  38
 Horn’s choice to eschew linear and hierarchical narrative, along with her equalising 
approach to both editing and installation, informed Peaks from its beginning. For the 
viewer to access the work as a temporal experience, whilst accessing an “inner logic” 
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through the imagery, this is the intention.  Unlike Horn’s Pi, Peaks is more segmented 39
and open-ended than circular. Sequences within the work lead oﬀ into or perhaps come 
from diﬀerent directions without any defining beginning or end. However, the work 
draws on uniformity and a certain level of anonymity to bring an equalising 
cohesiveness. The uniformity derives from the treatment of photography as filmic; the 
placement of sequences of similar images consecutively, horizontally, so they become 
animated in the viewer’s eye; the treatment of video as photographic, with each piece 
consisting of a static frame within which the event (or non-event) unfolds; the texts 
that are framed and hung alongside the photographs as images in their own right. In 
terms of the content, the figures remain relatively anonymous, seen from a distance, 
always in public places; a result of my role and experience as an outsider and observer. 
Even the Buddhist and Shinto sites, which feature iconic imagery such as statues and 
torii (sacred gateways), are represented to be less identifiable, moving away from the 
documentary. In this way, moments of observation intersect and relate, whether 
photographic, filmic or written. All these forms become imagery in the context of the 
work, and these images add up to a filmic experience, in the way that moments add up 
into days, weeks, years and lives…  Here, a relationship is built between mundane 40
drama and epic symbolism; the existential meaning of life cycles, seasons, age-old 
landscapes, the histories of culture. In my own life I experience a tension between the 
macro and micro focus, the epic and the mundane, and this dynamic plays out through 
my work. It may sound like a binary relation but, rather like Horn’s circles, there is no 
hierarchy, only interconnected relationship. Relationship between landscape and 
figure, between anonymous and personal, between abstract and singular, between 
fiction and documentary. The eﬀect of this interrelationship is a subtle loosening of the 
weave that is binary or linear narrative. 
Cooke: Tidal and seasonal change are cyclical rather than linear. Such cycles 
suggest an eternal return. Then there are the cycles of the birds’ lives and of course, 
the lives of the elderly couple Hildur and Björn, who are towards the end of their 
life cycle. One feels a conscious cycling and overlapping of diﬀerent histories, 
diﬀerent temporalities and durations.  41
 Like Pi, Peaks diverges from the default linear narrative and brings together themes 
and viewpoints without hierarchy. The macro and the micro come together with an 
equality that implies interconnectedness rather than binary exclusivity. Further, the 
work functions both photographically and cinematically (utilising both stillness and 
motion), relying on space and time to come to life. The usefulness of diverging from the 
normative representation of narrative is to give the viewer an opportunity to experience 
an alternative representation of time and reality, one that privileges equality over 
hierarchy, circularity over linearity and interconnectedness over divisive binaries. 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Figure 31. Roni Horn, Pi 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Figure 32. Roni Horn, Pi 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CHAPTER 5. HISTORY 
History is held in site, whether it be natural or built. However, just because this history 
is therein contained, this does not mean that it is necessarily accessible. During my 
time visiting some of Japan’s natural and sacred sites, there was much meaning and 
history that, as a gaijin, I could not access. And so I found myself connecting with the 
land, with nature, in both an archetypal and spiritual sense. Peaks reflects the space I 
embodied at these times, somewhere between the distance of outsider anonymity and 
the intimacy of spiritual connection. I had this sense that these sites bore witness to 
time, that they contained much but spoke little, that they represented more than I 
could see. Photography acts as witness and, in a way, Peaks is a witness to the site as 
witness.  
Ferran: The approach I choose to take to the library is semi-forensic; its outcome 
will depend a great deal on the physical traces and documentary evidence I can 
find. The risk is that the traces won’t amount to much, and at first this seems to be 
the case. There is a lot of material but it feels disconnected, scattered…  42
 Anne Ferran is an artist who works with site and history in a way that embraces the 
ambiguities of what remains and what is lost. Throughout her career, Ferran has been 
drawn to people and places who have been forgotten, or whose memories’ have been 
actively dismembered. Often working with archival material or sites themselves, Ferran 
gives voice to the past whilst revealing that some histories are lost forever, particularly 
those of women and children who fell outside the protection of society in colonial 
Australia. In the late nineties, Ferran encountered two sites in Tasmania, sites of female 
factories in Ross and South Hobart where convict women had laboured in colonial 
times. These women had their children taken from them and many of the women and 
their oﬀspring died. In 2006, Ferran addressed these lost lives, and the silence around 
them, in her video piece In the ground on the air, depicting the site grounds overlaid 
with floating text - the names, cause of death and year of death of the deceased. Ferran 
returned multiple times to this subject matter, including the 2008 work Lost to worlds 
(Figures 33-35), simply and starkly presenting the images of the ground at Ross printed 
onto aluminium. Ferran is not afraid of ‘emptiness’ in her work, leaving space for both 
presence and absence, and her work is always meticulously considered, showing 
sensitivity to those who cannot speak for themselves.  43
Ferran: It’s only when beginning to photograph the vacant space of the library that 
the fragments start to take on meaning. If there’s one place where they can settle, it 
will be here.  44
 The understanding that I had previously taken from Anne Ferran’s site-response 
works, such as Prison library (Figure 36) and Lost to worlds, was that history can be 
accessed through the site itself. The undulating ground, or the architecture of an empty 
room; all the overlooked traces left behind hold memories, accumulated over time. 
Through the Fremantle Prison Library site, Ferran was able to access the prison history 
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to an extent.  However, reading Ferran’s retrospective monograph Shadow land, it is 45
clear that full disclosure of these histories was inhibited. Ferran says of Lost to worlds 
that “what I want people to see in these photos is that there are no stories to tell.”  She 46
describes how the site of trauma has actively been dismantled, perhaps in an attempt 
to hide and forget the shame of the past.  So it seems, through site, that we are able to 47
access memory and history, although not always and never fully. 
Ferran: These tragic events were never properly addressed and that means they 
haven’t gone away.  48
 The idea of landscape as witness has poignancy in Japan, with its tradition of 
Shinto nature worship. If the land is alive with spirits, then its role as witness is quite 
literal. Many of the sites featured in Peaks are visited and revered for their natural, 
spiritual and historical significance.  At the same time, there is a quality of 49
inaccessibility in that I, as a foreigner, have limited access to Japanese history. Only 
what information, through encounters with locals, signage and guide books, was 
available to me in English. Japan is not my culture nor my land, and so I can only 
access what is oﬀered to me as an outsider. At the same time, I felt that the spirits of the 
land were welcoming. In the sacred forests and rivers of the Kumano region, I was able 
to connect with nature in a way that is less accessible in contemporary life due to 
urbanisation.  The contrast between this experience of spiritual connection to nature 50
and the disconnection I experienced when living in the city, sparked an existential 
longing, translated into Peaks. 
Ferran: My entire focus was on the question of how to make a portrait of an 
anonymous person. I’d just seen an archival photograph of some old women, 
inmates in an asylum for the infirm and destitute, sitting in the harsh Australian 
sun, with their faces cast into deep shadow by the cloth caps they were wearing. I 
 Ferran, Prison library, 1.45
 Ferran, ”An Interview with Anne Ferran,” 73.46
 Ferran and Johnston, Shadow land, 73.47
 Anne Ferran, “An Interview with Anne Ferran,” interview with Jonathan Holmes in Anne 48
Ferran, cur. Craig Judd (Hobart: Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery, 2008), 52, quoted in Shadow 
land, eds. Ferran and Johnston, 19.
 Here is a story from one such site. There is a valley at the base of Mount Nasu, where stones 49
birthed in a volcanic eruption have fallen and remained. The valley is a dry, grey gash in the 
otherwise lush green mountainside. One particularly large stone has gained a mythology around 
it. he tale goes that there once was a fox spirit who would change into the figure of a woman to 
commit crimes in the nearby villages. After much searching the fox was hunted down and killed 
nearby the stone, which became known as the Murder Stone. In reality, the sacred stone marks a 
dangerous sulphuric leak, and this tale serves as a warning.
 “It is sometimes said that the Japanese sense of the seasons is disappearing as modernization, 50
industrialization, and urbanization are changing the national landscape. People do not feel severe 
heat or cold in their homes, do not see spring flowers on the roadside, and can eat fruit all year 
long. Buildings are air-conditioned, roads are paved, and nature is something that many young 
people only read about in contemporary Japan. To experience the beauty of the seasons, to see 
flowers in full bloom, to watch fireflies darting above the water, to enjoy the beautiful colors of 
autumn, most people have to go to the outskirts of their cities. On the other hand, the Japanese 
still have a strong sense of the seasons, and this feeling is important in their daily lives because it 
connects them to their history and the culture of the nation, though sadly, all too often in modern 
Japan, this sense of the seasons is more metaphorical than directly experienced.” Roger J. Davies 
and Osamu Ikeno, eds., “Kitetsu,” in The Japanese Mind (Tokyo, Rutland: Tuttle Pub., 2002).
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seized on those dark shadows as a way of visualising their anonymity and their 
disappearance from history.  51
 In the previous chapter, I described the figures in Peaks as anonymous. However, 
Shadow land challenged my thoughts on anonymity.  More correctly, it is I who was 52
experiencing anonymity during my  time in Japan. The people I photographed have 
lives, family, friends, colleagues, neighbours… It is I who was out of place and unknown 
to those around me. I found myself at a distance and utilised that distance. As for my 
lack of access, to the sites’ memories and histories, I utilised this too, creating a 
spaciousness of meaning within the images. I edited out obviously defining features 
such as temples, shrines, gates and statues, removing the more iconic and recognisable 
imagery associated with Japan. I loosened the images from their literal context, making 
room for my own metaphors, meanings and projected experiences. The images never 
lose their sense of witnessing history, as that is rooted in the land itself. However, this 
slight dislocation from present-day iconography allows the addition of personal 
narrative (autobiography). And furthermore, it allows access to a larger sense of history 
as a whole, of the nature of existence, its paradoxical impermanence and infinity. 
Ferran: Looking back at both these series, it seems that by cutting the object loose 
from its historical context I was able to give it another kind of life.  53
 In Peaks, there is a relationship between individuality and anonymity, specificity 
and generality (discussed in the previous chapter). I have somewhat edited out 
specificity of the sites to allow a broader view of history to emerge; the story of the land 
itself. As an artist, I am primarily concerned with photography and how it speaks to 
time. In Ferran’s words, “all photographs are ways of giving visual form to time.”  By 54
shying away from evidence of more recent history, built history, Peaks focuses on an 
underlying natural, rather than constructed, history. Seeing the figures of people pass 
through these sites, they seem to pass over the surface somewhat superficially. It is only 
through the accumulation of time, of years, of lives, that we as humans take on any 
weightiness and begin to embed ourselves in history. The imagery of Peaks portrays 
human impermanence against an age-old backdrop. And yet, the landscape only 
appears to be solid and unchanging. Japan is a land formed over the meeting of 
tectonic plates, at the mercy of volcanoes, earthquakes, typhoons and tsunamis. 
Although it seemed long to me, my time there was only six months. Compared to the 
long history of Japanese culture, and the even longer history of the land itself, this was 
only a fleeting moment. 
 Ferran and Johnston, Shadow land, 73. Here Ferran is referencing her work Soft Caps (Figure 37).51
 Ferran and Johnston, Shadow land, 67-69.52
 Ferran and Johnston, Shadow land, 69.53
 Anne Ferran, “Empty,” Photofile 66 (September 2002): 8.54
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Figure 33. Anne Ferran, Lost to Worlds 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Figure 34. Anne Ferran, Lost to Worlds 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Figure 35. Anne Ferran, Lost to Worlds  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Figure 36. Anne Ferran, Prison library 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Figure 37. Anne Ferran, Soft Caps 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CHAPTER 6. NATURE 
Japanese culture features a well-honed sensitivity to the suchness of nature and its 
changes, and further, to the impermanence embodied by these changes.  It is 55
impossible to spend time in Japan without encountering this relationship, whether it 
be in the visual arts, haiku poetry or simply the hanami (cherry blossom viewings) that 
occur each Spring. Stemming from both the animism of Shinto and the philosophy of 
Zen Buddhism, the theme of impermanence in nature runs through the culture, from 
traditional to contemporary. The photographs of Risaku Suzuki give, to the viewer, an 
experience of the fragile beauty of nature, freezing time whilst creating an impression 
of a fleeting moment of connection. 
Suzuki: When I stand under a cherry tree and look up at the blossoms, I always feel 
as if I’m floating. The blossoms continue beyond my field of vision, each 
shimmering so beautifully. It is impossible to see them all.  56
 Nature, time and experience are linked. This connection is expressed in Suzuki’s 
work through immersive, large-scale photographic installations of iconic seasonal 
imagery (eg. the sakura, or cherry blossoms, of Spring; the yuki, or snowfall, of Winter) 
pictured in an intimate way that embodies both an intensity and subtlety of experience 
when faced with the overwhelming beauty of nature.  Suzuki’s work conveys a sense of 57
quiet and stillness, situated somehow beyond the flow of time. The colours are muted 
and natural, the focus gentle and close. All extraneous details have been swept away. 
There is nothing to do but let go into the scene, to be receptive.  58
Rosenmeyer: Thus it emerges that Suzuki is mastering a complex balance. This is 
not photography in denial of its time or its heritage, indeed it can be seen as a clear 
continuation of that artistic heritage. Yes it is simple - we are looking at nature. 
Suzuki loosens our grip on where we are, the everyday noise, visual and audible, 
that dulls our senses, so that he can take us into just one moment to truly see it.  59
 Beyond the photographs themselves, Suzuki designs the exhibition experience 
itself, creating and controlling the viewer’s experience of the work in space. There is a 
sympathy with Zen Buddhist meditation practices which aim to bring about a state free 
from distraction. In this case, the viewer has the opportunity to be present with the 
sakura ‘just as they are’, coming into unmitigated contact with their suchness. Of 
course, this is a photographic construction, but an eﬀective one. There is a cleansing oﬀ 
of the noise and busyness of urban life; I think of the purity and quiet found in Suzuki’s 
work contrasted against the hyper-intensity of Tokyo, where the artist lives and works. 
 Suchness is a Zen Buddhist term that means ‘things just as they are’ or reality unmediated by 55
intellectual construction, aka ‘isness’. For further explanation, see appendix B.
 Aoife Rosenmeyer, Risaku Suzuki (Zürich: Christophe Guye Gallery, 2016), https://s3-eu-56
west-1.amazonaws.com/assets.christopheguye.com/press-releases/1606RisakuSuzuki/
1606_RisakuSuzuki_Streamofconsciousness_Press_EN.pdf.
 For examples of Suzuki’s sakura-themed work see Figures 39-40. For examples of Suzuki’s yuki-57
themed work, see Figures 41-43.
 I am specifically referencing Risaku Suzuki’s exhibitions Sakura (Kumano Shimbun Gallery, 58
April 2-May 14, 2016) and Stream of consciousness (Tanabe City Museum of Art, April 16-June 26, 
2016).
 Rosenmeyer, Risaku Suzuki.59
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This contrast is a common experience for many Japanese people living and working in 
densely-populated and frenetic cities who, in their holidays, visit family and childhood 
homes in regional areas. Many Japanese people hold nostalgic memories of childhoods 
spent in small towns close to nature. Suzuki himself grew up in Shingu, part of the 
Kumano region known for its sacred nature. Suzuki has developed a personal intimacy 
with his subjects through decades of study and, as a result, he creates for the viewer an 
intimate experience of nature. In his 2016 exhibitions Sakura and Stream of 
consciousness, Suzuki drew from his twenty-year archive of sakura photographs and 
presented his selection side by side, disregarding chronology. 
Suzuki: My work is about the experience of time and vision. The beauty of sakura 
lies in the brevity of their blossoming, so I must rush to photograph their brilliance 
and vitality. I photograph ‘sakura’ not as the conventional symbol of Japanese 
beauty but as an expression of the presence of time.  60
 I would argue that the sakura’s status as “the conventional symbol of Japanese 
beauty” is derived from the blossoms’ fleeting lifespan, from their impermanence.  61
Nature, as is very apparent in Suzuki’s work, is an embodiment of time, giving time 
‘presence’. Seasonal flora and weather patterns are temporal. In Japan, the sakura are 
considered to have a peak, the day when they are perceived to be at the height of their 
beauty. When I arrived in Tokyo towards the end of Spring, my Japanese host lamented 
that I had missed the sakura. This surprised me as, to my gaijin eye, the sakura were 
abundant and extremely beautiful. Japanese culture has a strong sensitivity to subtle 
diﬀerences and changes, including the colours and qualities of each season. This can 
be seen in traditional Japanese art-forms, especially haiku. Haiku expresses the unique 
sensibility of traditional Japanese culture.  A focus on the simple wonder of life, 62
especially as encountered in nature, representing things ‘just as they are’, in all their 
subtlety and specificity. There is a formal emphasis on simplicity and succinct 
expression reaching the heart of the matter that also provides a reading, an experience, 
 Risaku Suzuki, “Sakura,” LensCulture (blog), https://www.lensculture.com/articles/risaku-60
suzuki-sakura-time-with-cherry-blossoms.
 Suzuki, “Sakura.”61
 “[T]he haiku is one of the most popular methods used by the Japanese people to express their 62
philosophical intuitions and poetic appreciation of Nature. In the feeling compressed within the 
smallest number of syllables, we detect the soul of Japan transparently reflected, showing how 
poetically or intuitively sensitive it is toward Nature and its objects, non-sentient as well as 
sentient.” Daisetz T. Suzuki, “Love of Nature,” in Zen and Japanese Culture (New York: Bollingen 
Foundation, 1965), 383.
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that is alive with the nature of the subject, evoking an emotional response in the 
reader.  63
Kyoshi: Asama kakete / niji no tachitaru / kimi shiru ya  
  The arch of a rainbow 
  Appeared across Mt. Asama 
  I wonder if you know  64
 During the Summer break of 2016, Suzuki took his graduate class, of which I was a 
member, on an excursion to his hometown of Shingu. We spent one day undertaking a 
masterclass under the teaching of haiku master Honimoto-san. After a short 
introduction, we went out as a group to explore some sites of Shingu, including the 
banks of the Kumano River and a garden with a view over the river to the  sacred 
mountains. During this time, we each observed and reflected on the suchness of the 
environment around us and drafted our haiku. At the end of the day, we gathered again 
to share our work. We were taught that each haiku, in addition to the necessary 5/7/5 
syllable rhythm, needs to contain a word that expresses seasonality and a word that 
expresses sympathy (often via old Japanese terms no longer in vernacular use). And 
importantly, the writer must “imagine the view,” with an emphasis on “image.” 
Rosenmeyer: These images are an extraordinary condensate of time, exploring 
photography as a means to see more than the eye and the brain do, to try to capture 
the full complexity of a moment. Suzuki takes what we might scan in a glance, and 
inscribes it with all the detail we filter out, because that is what we must do to 
make sense of the world.  65
 There are tales of haiku masters undertaking lengthy meditation, with repeated 
attempts to accurately capture their subject, before attaining a kind of breakthrough 
 “In the not-too-distant past, almost all Japanese people were engaged in agriculture; as a result, 63
they were very sensitive to the seasons because the climate was of crucial importance to their 
livelihood. Today, this is the basis of the Japanese sense of seasons, which has also had a great 
influence on literature in Japan, especially with regard to haiku, the 17-syllable Japanese poem 
that has attained international popularity. When poets create haiku, they often use kigo, which are 
special words for expressing the seasons, such as kachōfūgetsu (a term meaning “flowers, birds, 
winds and moon”). For example, an uguisu (a nightingale, or bush warbler) sings in spring, asagao 
(morning glories) bloom in summer, a full moon is most beautiful in autumn, and the wind turns 
cold in winter. And although the moon and the wind remain fundamentally unchanged, they are 
perceived diﬀerently in each season: a hazy moon in spring vs. a clear moon in autumn, or a 
spring breeze vs. a chilly winter wind. In addition, a haiku poem describes various personal 
discoveries in that the writer describes the coming of spring through the faint odor of a ume 
(plum) blossom or the approach of autumn by the sounds of the chirping of insects (Takaha, 1976). 
It may therefore be said that a delicate sense of the seasons is the basis of Japanese haiku.” Davies 
and Ikeno, “Kitetsu.”
 Takahama Kyoshi, One Hundred Haiku of Kyoshi, ed. Inahata Teiko, trans. Nagayama Aya (June 64
2, 2001), 58, http://www.kyoshi.or.jp/work/e-work13.htm.
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insight which is embodied in the successful haiku.  There is a reflection of this in 66
Suzuki’s process, returning again and again to the same sites, dedicated to capturing 
his subject more fully. Each image contains an immersive world within itself. Each 
image accumulates to build a body of experience. The painter Çezanne applied a 
similar focus and dedication to Mont Sainte Victoire, a sacred mountain located near 
the artist’s home in Aix en Provence. Returning again and again, Çezanne made many 
paintings of the sacred mountain. Coming from a Japanese cultural lineage, it is 
interesting to see the connection between Suzuki and European Impressionism, 
especially the French painters Çezanne and Monet. Suzuki has photographed Mont 
Sainte Victoire (Figures 44-47), Çezanne’s atelier and, at the time of my exchange, was 
undertaking an as-yet-unpublished project photographing Monet’s garden in Giverny, 
the subject of many of the painter’s most famous works. Given these reference points, it 
is apparent that Suzuki’s approach to nature, whilst essentially photographic, can also 
be seen through the lens of Impressionism, especially in his use of diﬀerential focus 
and the painterly large-scale presentation of his photographs.  Suzuki’s primary 67
subject being nature – the essence of it, the season, the light, the expression of time – 
furthers this sympathy with Çezanne and Monet.  68
Rosenmeyer: [M]any European Impressionists and post-Impressionists were in 
thrall to Japanese art; artistic currents had already crossed the other direction 
prior to that. Comparing Suzuki’s approach to the European avant-garde of a 
century ago may seem a stretch too far, but there is more to it than common 
subject matter. Monet’s endeavours to observe change in nature, for example, 
brought a new quality of time into painting, and Suzuki’s photographs are all about 
time.  69
 The photographs in Peaks are more dissimilar to Suzuki’s than similar (in terms of 
scale and presentation, point of reference, practice and technicality – especially the 
 “Chiyo (1703–75), the haiku poetess of Kaga, wishing to improve herself in the art, called upon a 66
noted haiku master of her day who happened to visit her town… She wished to know what 
constituted a genuine haiku, a haiku really worth noting as such, a haiku of truly poetic 
inspiration. He gave her a subject about which she might write a haiku poem. It was a 
conventional one, “the cuckoo.” This is one of the birds very much liked by the Japanese poets of  
haiku as well as of waka; one prominent characteristic of this bird is that it sings in the night as it 
flies, and for this reason poets find it very diﬃcult to hear it cry or see it fly… Chiyo now tried 
several haiku on the subject given by her master, but he rejected every one of them as merely 
conceptual and not true to feeling. She did not know what to say, or how to express herself more 
genuinely. One night she went on cogitating on the subject so intently she did not notice at all that 
it was already dawning and that the paper screens had begun to light up faintly, when the 
following haiku formed itself in her mind: 
 Hototogisu,  Calling “cuckoo,” “cuckoo,” 
 Hototogisu tote,  All night long, 
 Akeniheri!  Dawn at last! 
When this was shown to the master, he at once accepted it as one of the finest haiku ever 
composed on the cuckoo. The reason was that the haiku truly communicated the author’s genuine 
inner feeling about the hototogisu and that there was no artificial or intellectually calculated 
scheme for any kind of eﬀect; that is to say, there was no “ego” on the part of the author aiming at 
its own glorification.” Suzuki, “Zen and Haiku,” in Zen and Japanese Culture, 224-225.
 “Diﬀerential focusing is a process that produces layers (ie, surfaces) perpendicular to the axis of 67
the direction in which the lens is pointed.” Minoru Shimizu, “Collage and Photography,” Critical 
Fieldwork (blog), Art iT, February 27, 2012, http://www.art-it.asia/u/admin_ed_contri7/
AKiecR7ph8JVTuZfl0zx.
 Rosenmeyer, Risaku Suzuki.68
 Rosenmeyer, Risaku Suzuki.69
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meaningful diﬀerence between analogue and digital photography). The dissimilarity is 
taken even further by Suzuki’s situation as native to Japan and its cultural traditions 
and my role of gaijin, transitory visitor. However, I came to GEIDAI because of the link I 
saw in Suzuki’s practice to my work-in-progress The Milk of Time (see introduction) and 
corresponding research into questions of natural and photographic time. During my 
exchange, I travelled through the Kumano area twice; firstly to see Suzuki’s exhibitions 
and experience his work in person; secondly as part of the class excursion that Suzuki 
led. On the first of these journeys, I felt overwhelmed by the landscapes and sacred 
sites that I encountered. The experience was not dissimilar to the way Suzuki described 
his experience viewing sakura.  Out of this charged experience came the beginning of 70
Peaks, intending to speak to the sheer mythical presence of the Japanese landscape, in 
Kumano and other areas. I needed to share the experience of timelessness that I felt 
while in the presence of these sites. 
Taka Ishii Gallery: Suzuki aimed to capture the landscapes of Kumano that ancient 
peoples saw and identified as mythic sights. He strove to capture primordial 
landscapes that were seen before people learned to read and define objects of their 
gaze cerebrally.  71
 All of Peaks, the photographs, video and text, are essentially images, photographic 
in nature. These images speak to a relationship with nature, in my mind the primary 
relationship that humans share. Photography is paradoxical in that it simultaneously 
holds time still and conveys the essence of its inexorable movement, ever-changing, 
impermanent. Suzuki’s work poignantly makes use of this paradox, freezing nature in a 
way that defies the laws of nature but allows the viewer to enter an experience 
balancing on a precipice of time, about to disappear at any moment. The presence of 
sakura or yuki, overpowering the viewer with sensory beauty, pulls on a deep 
understanding of the nature of life, the impermanence that we share with the blossoms 
and the seasons, the bittersweet beauty of inevitable change and loss, held in each 
passing moment, each miraculous breath. Ultimately, we share a kinship with nature, 
which we are always longing to remember. 
 Suzuki, “Sakura.”70
 Taka Ishii Gallery, Risaku Suzuki (Tokyo: Taka Ishii Gallery, 2016), http://71
www.takaishiigallery.com/en/wp-content/uploads/
RS_1611_TIGPP_co119_PressRelease_E_161022.pdf.
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Figure 38. Risaku Suzuki, Sakura 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Figure 39. Risaku Suzuki, Sakura 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Figure 40. Risaku Suzuki, Sakura 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Figure 41. Risaku Suzuki, White 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Figure 42. Risaku Suzuki, White 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Figure 43. Risaku Suzuki, White 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Figure 44. Risaku Suzuki, Mont Sainte Victoire 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Figure 45. Risaku Suzuki, Mont Sainte Victoire  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Figure 46. Risaku Suzuki, Mont Sainte Victoire 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Figure 47. Risaku Suzuki, Mont Sainte Victoire 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CHAPTER 7. MYSTICISM 
Self-centred thinking is a human norm, springing from our brain development and 
heightened capacity for self-awareness (unlike other animals).  Depression and 72
anxiety are more extreme expressions of this capacity, where self-centred thinking 
aﬀects one’s ability to function in the world. Zen Buddhist practices (such as 
meditation) aim to minimise the hold of self-centred thinking on the mind and being, 
allowing in this space a rising perspective and experience of interconnectedness, and a 
leavening of egocentricity.  This is why mysticism (the seeking of a state of 73
interconnectedness or ‘oneness’ with the numinous) acts as a light of hope to those 
experiencing mental illness (this has certainly been true for me).  Connection with 74
nature is one way to access a mystical state, as is creative practice. The poet Mary 
Oliver, who reads the poetry of Sufi mystic Rumi daily, herself seeks solace and 
meaning in nature and her writing practice. Living most of her life in poverty, Oliver 
would walk the woods and shores of Provincetown from dawn every day, taking the 
notes that would become her poems, shifting her focus from personal trauma to the 
beauty of her surroundings and the wonder of life.  75
Merleau-Ponty: As I contemplate the blue of the sky, I am not set over against it as 
an acoustic subject; I do not possess it in thought… I abandon myself to it and 
plunge into its mystery, it ‘thinks itself within me…’ [M]y consciousness is saturated 
with this limitless blue.  76
 This could also be called narcissism, to use a term from contemporary psychology.72
 “Well-being is possible to the extent to which one has overcome one’s narcissism; to the degree 73
to which one is open, responsive, sensitive, awake, empty… Well-being means, finally to drop one’s 
ego, to give up greed… to experience one’s self in the act of being, not in having, preserving, 
coveting, using.” Erich Fromm, Zen Buddhism and Psychoanalysis, eds. Erich Fromm, D.D. Suzuki 
and R. Martino (New York: Harper, 1960), 91, quoted in Padmasiri De Silva, “Mental Health and 
Sickness,” An Introduction to Buddhist Psychology and Counselling (Houndmills, New York: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), 79.
 "The word “mysticism” is used in many ways. Some take it to mean a special, intuitive 74
illumination, but this meaning is rather marginal. More relevant is the widespread conception 
according to which mysticism consists in a feeling of subject-object unity: the mystic sees himself 
as somehow one [“in eins”] with God, with Being, with all things. This sense picks out an essential 
aspect of most mystical ideas in the East and the West, but it is in my opinion not the central one. I 
believe that all forms of mysticism are to be understood starting from a specific motive: the 
mystical feeling [das mystische Gefühl] of an all-encompassing unity is not simply something that 
overtakes someone, but rather is something sought for. Why? One answer to this question is: 
humans have a need for peace of mind [Seelen iede]. 
 Naturally, this response prompts further questions. Why is it that this need for peace of mind 
can arise in humans, in sharp contrast to other animals? It cannot be, as Buddha said, because 
they suﬀer, since other animals suﬀer too, but rather because the mind of human beings is in a 
state of unrest that other animals simply do not know. This unrest hinges on a specifically human 
kind of self-reference [Selbstbezug]. Perhaps this can be expressed as follows: the motive behind 
every form of mysticism is to get away from or attenuate the care for the self. In the case of 
mysticism understood in the sense invoked earlier of “becoming one,” this feeling of unity rests 
upon the need to release oneself from the isolation of human self-hood and from the peculiar 
manner in which humans take themselves to be important and care about themselves, even as 
they are concerned with other things as well. In other words, mysticism consists in transcending 
or putting into perspective one’s egocentricity, an egocentricity which other animals that cannot 
say “I” do not possess. If we want to understand what drives mysticism, we have to come to terms 
with the specific problems that egocentricity poses to I-sayers.” Ernst Tugendhat, “Introduction,” 
in Egocentricity and Mysticism (New York: Columbia University Press, 2016), xxv.
 Oliver, “Mary Oliver.”75
 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, quoted in Rosenmeyer, Risaku Suzuki.76
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 I am not religious but spirituality informs my values and how I live my life. I have 
lived with mental illness (mostly untreated) since my teenage years and, for me, these 
two experiences are connected. Spiritual connection helps ease the angst of mental 
illness and mental illness (the highs and lows) has fed my spiritual experience. My 
spiritual practice has, over the years, taken the form of mysticism – meaning direct and 
personal connection with Spirit or the numinous. I have found meaning and 
connection by worshiping nature, the heavens, ancestors, guiding spirits and deities. 
For me, mystical experience has manifested sometimes in a palpable sense of 
connection with spirit and sometimes in the form of a visitation. My spiritual practice 
has ebbed and flowed, depending on where I am in life. At times spirituality is very 
intensely present and at others takes a back seat. I made Peaks at a time in my life when 
my mental health and other circumstances drove me into close relationship with my 
own sense of spirituality and cosmology. I found myself moving erratically between 
depressed ecstatic and ecstatic moods, experiencing existential despair but, on the 
better days, a sense of connectedness that gave my life and work meaning. I was alone 
but surrounded by people, living as a gaijin in the densely populated city of Tokyo. This 
was a stark contrast to my prior quiet and familiar life in the Blue Mountains. Perhaps 
the temporary isolation, of being a lone stranger travelling through a ‘foreign 
land’ (foreign to me), is what brought me closer to nature, drawn to the landscapes I 
encountered. I was not occupied by the usual personal relationships. Instead, I was free 
to observe, as Oliver puts it, with “convivial attention.”  77
Shelley: …in solitude, or in that deserted state when we are surrounded by human 
beings and yet they sympathise not with us, we love flowers, the grass and the 
waters and the sky. In the motion of the very leaves of spring in the blue air is then 
found a correspondence with our heart.  78
 If I learned anything during my time in Japan, it’s that spirituality and creativity 
need to be grounded in practice and, as ever, the practicalities of life still need 
attending to. In Oliver’s life and practice, the benefits of discipline enabled her poetry 
to flourish. It is this combination of inspiration and practice that creates a conduit for 
the spiritual. In surrendering to ritual and discipline (practice), a person gives up (at 
least somewhat, at least temporarily) their ego. Once this is loosened, there is room for 
an awareness of interconnectedness and the suchness of life to shine through. When 
practice becomes so ingrained it is second nature, the practitioner becomes a vessel or 
a conduit.  This could be described as a ‘flow state’, to use a contemporary term, or 79
‘mindfulness’ in Zen Buddhist language.  The point at which you have removed all 80
impediments to the present moment, all extraneous thinking. You are just doing/being. 
Oliver: [I]t was Blake who said, “I take dictation…” With that discipline and with 
that willingness and wish to communicate, very often things very slippery do come 
in that you weren’t planning on receiving… [M]aybe four or five times in my life, 
 Oliver, "Mary Oliver.”77
 Shelley, On Love, quoted in Mary Oliver, Upstream (New York: Penguin Publishing Group, 2016).78
 Oliver, "Mary Oliver.”79
 Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, Flow and the Foundations of Positive Psychology (Dordrecht: Springer 80
Netherlands, 2014). Term coined by psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, relating to his Flow 
Theory.
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I’ve written a poem that I never changed. And I don’t know where it came from. 
But it does happen. But it happens among hundreds of poems that you’ve 
struggled over.  81
 In order to live in such a close relationship to nature, Oliver sacrificed comfort and 
security.  Hers was a solitary practice that would perhaps be very lonely for some. This 82
sacrifice, this separation from what is ‘normal,’ from contemporary modern life where 
family and friends are situated, is what I struggle with when I long to devote myself to 
mysticism or to live fully immersed in nature. At one point in my life I experimented 
with polyphasic sleep and I found it exhilarating to live in such an innovative way.  83
This freed up time for creativity, however I found myself at odds with the world around 
me. My new sleep cycle didn’t fit in with my work hours and at home I would find 
myself awake at night, alone and alive with creativity that I couldn’t share. Afraid of 
waking my flatmate, I would tiptoe around the apartment and strum my guitar very 
softly. In a way, I was both lonely and inhibited, out-of-sync with the world. I admire 
Oliver for the scale of her commitment to practice, her writing a spiritual practice as 
well as creative. But for her this wasn’t a lifestyle choice, rather it was a way of coping 
with her traumatic childhood.  84
Oliver: It was a very bad childhood for everybody, every member of the household, 
not just myself I think. And I escaped it, barely. With years of trouble… But I did 
find the entire world in looking for something. But I got saved by poetry. And I got 
saved by the beauty of the world.  85
 I have lived my life in proximity to depression, first through family members and 
then my own experience. I liken it to the Welsh concept of hieraeth, an inconsolable 
longing for how things used to be. In my case, it feels like I was born missing 
something, a spiritual location and cosmology.  Peaks is an expression of this 86
existential yearning, a reflection of my personal experience of the human condition. I 
imagine that the ancient pilgrims walking the Kumano Kodō felt a similar yearing. 
They travelled so far from their homes, spurred on by spiritual seeking. I wonder how 
they integrated this spiritual experience once they had returned to their mundane 
lives? Was it hard to ‘come down’? There was a time in my life, described by my mother 
as my “breakdown,” when my depression was acute. At this time I would go walking at 
night, it was the only way I could find relief. I walked the streets from Lilyfield to 
Annandale (inner-Sydney suburbs, where I was living at the time) and I would lie down 
in Callum Park. In the dark I found anonymity and freedom, an escape from my 
claustrophobic bedroom and thoughts. I didn't feel so alone, instead connected to the 
air, the moon, the night. The motion of walking, observing the night world around me, 
 Oliver, "Mary Oliver." Oliver references Wild Geese as one of the few poems that came to her in 81
this way.
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 Sleeping in multiple short phases throughout the day and night, totalling fewer sleeping hours 83
than the common biphasic sleep.
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 I was raised by an atheist and an agnostic and never took to the Christianity of my schooling. As 86
a result, I entered adulthood still searching (as is common) for a sense of meaning and relationship 
to contextualise my individual life and the greater reality of life.
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transported me out of my own head and my own insular pain. Those walks were a 
saviour. My travels into regional Japan fulfilled a similar impulse, to escape my 
domesticated and self-referential life in Tokyo and replace it with a sense of greater 
connectedness (interconnectedness). Occupying the role of gaijin or ‘stranger’, I felt 
that I could operate on a level more archetypal than everyday, seeing beyond mundane 
responsibilities to a larger mythical view. In the words of the Finn brothers, 
“everywhere you go, you always take the weather with you.”  Ultimatley I found this to 87
be true. However, it is possible to temporarily dislocate yourself from what is familiar, 
making strange. I suppose I've always self-identified as ‘strange’, even in my native 
culture, so in Japan it was a liberating experience to be strange for an entirely logical 
reason. The liberation of unfamiliarity and anonymity opened a gate to inspiration, 
creativity and spiritual connection. 
Tippett: [Y]ou talk about growing up in a sad, depressed place, a diﬃcult place… 
[Y]ou were one of many thousands who’ve had insuﬃcient childhoods… But that 
you spent a lot of your time walking around the woods… In Ohio. 
Oliver: I did. And I think it saved my life.  88
 Trauma, including mental illness, is strongly linked to creativity, and Oliver speaks 
to this. If she hadn’t experienced that childhood, would she have turned to poetry?  89
Separation from society (in Oliver’s case brought about by her childhood experience of 
trauma, which forces a kind of ‘otherness’) puts a person in the path of mysticism.  90
The Japanese haiku masters, such as Bāsho, were known to live lives of poverty and 
selflessness, as were the Zen Buddhist monks.  The role of mysticism varies from 91
culture to culture and, in a way, public recognition for Oliver’s poetry, including a 
Pulitzer Prize in 1984, legitimised her role as mystic within the broader community. 
 Crowded House, “Weather With You,” Woodface, Capitol Records, 1992.87
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 “There is also the question of just how an individual experiences what Bataille confessed as "the 90
continuity of being." There are, of course, no hard and fast rules here. There are countless catalysts 
and correlates (I would not say "causes"), from the charismatic presence of a teacher or saint, 
through a profound engagement with a sacred text or ritual tradition, to a car wreck or sunset. 
Nevertheless, there are some definite patterns in comparative mystical literature, including what I 
have called a "comparative erotics…” Another pattern, which is the focus of the present essay, I 
have never quite named, but I would like to do so now. I want to call this pattern within my 
comparative erotics the traumatic secret.  
 By the traumatic secret I mean to signal the observation that in many cases the mystical event 
or altered state of consciousness appears to have been "let in" through the temporary suppression 
or dissolution of the socialized ego, which was opened up or fractured (either at the moment of the 
mystical event or earlier in the lifecycle) through extreme physical, emotional, and/or sexual 
suﬀering, that is, through what we would today call in our new psychological code "trauma." Such 
a model, at least as I am employing it here, does not reduce the mystical event to the traumatic 
fracture but rather understands the trauma as a psychological correlate or catalyst of the mystical 
state of consciousness. Put a bit diﬀerently, the traumatic fracture does not "produce" the mystical 
state; it "allows" the state to appear through the otherwise stable and solid defense structures of 
the ego…” Jeﬀrey J. Kripal, “The Traumatic Secret,” in Negative Ecstasies, eds. Jeremy Biles and 
Kind Brintnall (New York: Fordham University Press, 2015), 155.
 “While the haiku masters are poets of poverty, they are not at all ego-centred, as indigence 91
sometimes disposes people to be. If they were they could not be poets. For the poet first of all must 
be selfless so that he can broaden himself out to embrace the whole universe in his arms.” Suzuki, 
“Zen and Haiku,” 262.
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Tippett: So there’s a question that you pose in many diﬀerent ways, overtly and 
implicitly… “How shall I live?” In Long Life you wrote, “What does it mean that the 
earth is so beautiful? And what shall I do about it? What is the gift that I should 
bring to the world? What is the life that I should live?”  92
 It’s interesting that Oliver asks, many times as Tippett notes, “how shall I live?” 
What is the purpose of one’s life? Coming from Oliver, this question pertains to daily 
practice, the sharing of talents and a spiritual responsibility keenly felt by the poet. In 
her work, she does not passively observe life (reflected in her natural surroundings) but 
turns an eye to her own role (and as an extension, the reader’s) in this context. As she 
has said, the “I” in her poetry is a place for the reader to enter and see themselves. By 
asking these questions, Oliver is providing an opportunity, for anyone willing, to 
question themselves and the meaning to their individual life.  In society, mystics are 93
the ones who take on questions of life and death; those bigger questions that define 
humanity, questions of being. Thinking in evolutionary terms, the reptilian brain 
developed first, with a focus on survival, followed by the mammalian brain (or limbic 
system), which focuses on connection. The neomammalian brain developed most 
recently, separating humans from other animals by giving us the capacity for reflection 
and planning, for creativity and spiritual sensitivity.  To my mind, this represents the 94
height of human evolution, with the mystics (Rumi, Blake, Whitman, St. Augustine, 
Lucretius, Oliver…) on the vanguard. Moving us forward. Giving humans a spiritual 
ideal to aspire towards, casting meaning on our finite lives.  
Oliver: We all wonder, “Who is God? What’s going to happen when we die?” All that 
stuﬀ… And Lucretius says just everything’s a little energy. You go back and you’re 
these little bits of energy and pretty soon you’re something else. Now that’s a 
continuance… The world is… mortal. It dies. But its parts don’t die. Its parts 
become something else. And we know that when we bury a dog in the garden. And 
with a rose bush on top of it. We know that there is replenishment.  95
 Our greatest gift is also our undoing, as it is the neomammalian brain that allows us 
to become lost in self-centred thinking, in regret and fear. Projecting into the past and 
future, we lose connection to our bodies and the present moment. This is where ‘ego’ 
takes up residence and begins to overtake such essential needs as empathy and 
connection. Zen Buddhism has been developed to address this very human issue, with 
meditation practices and philosophical teachings (including mindfulness, compassion 
and suchness) that balance and ground the intellect; in the present moment, in the 
body, in community, in an ethical framework and, perhaps most importantly, in an 
awareness of interconnectedness. My own breakdown was due in no small part to self-
centred thinking.  At the time, I thought that I was alone and without hope.  All my 96
thoughts revolved around my private pain. The antidote was to look outside myself, not 
through dissociation but through connection. When I walked through the park, 
 Oliver, "Mary Oliver.”92
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 Constance Holden, “Paul MacLean and the Triune Brain,” Science 204, no. 4397 (8 June 1979): 94
1066-1068. The concept of the brain divided in three (reptilian, mammalian and neomammalian) 
is derived from Paul MacLean’s Triune Brain model.
 Oliver, "Mary Oliver.”95
 Zen Buddhism teaches that self-centred thinking causes unnecessary pain and separates us 96
from the present moment and suchness.
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amongst the trees, I thought to myself that life would always be worth living if I could 
see the trees and the sky. I found beauty and connection there, in nature. This is why 
urbanisation greatly concerns me. If nature keeps us connected to our humanity, then 
what happens to humans when living in a concrete jungle? Certainly, Japan is known 
for its densely populated metropolises and notoriously high suicide rates. I remember a 
rare instance, while living in Sydney, of being informed that a train was delayed due to 
a suicide on the tracks. I experienced this again whilst in Tokyo and my Japanese host 
pointed out that, from her perspective, it is selfish to commit suicide in this way. It 
interferes with the highly eﬃcient railway system that keeps Tokyo running. While I 
can see where she was coming from, I still feel very uncomfortable about this 
conversation. As someone who has been at risk and has seen how people can fall 
through the cracks of society, I cannot ever imagine allowing eﬃciency to become a 
priority over empathy and compassion. I am afraid that, with this line of thinking, 
people in need of help will be increasingly seen as a ‘problem'. Oliver speaks about how 
(as the result of her traumatic childhood) she had diﬃculty connecting with people in 
her early life, instead finding connection in nature. However empathy, human 
connection and “kindness” are qualities that she values and has chosen to cultivate.  97
Tippett: [Y]ou’ve said somewhere you’ve become more spiritual as you’ve grown 
older… [W]hat do you mean when you say that? What’s the content of that? 
Oliver: I’ve become kinder, more people-oriented, more willing to grow old. I 
always was investigative in terms of everlasting life, but a little more interested 
now. A little more content with my answers.  98
 What I derive from Oliver’s work is that we are not alone; at the very least there is 
company of nature. And that it is necessary to cultivate a sense of perspective, an 
awareness that we are not the centre of the universe (although we are a valuable part of 
it).  Oliver's poetry conveyes a sense of both connectedness and humility. In my own 99
artistic practice I find that, once begun, the work takes on a life of its own. It is not ‘I’, 
the artist, the self, projecting my will onto material, moulding it to fit my conceptual 
aims. Instead it is a process of, firstly exploration and receptivity (perhaps “convivial 
attention”), and secondly a kind of editing process that attends to the needs of the 
work.  I follow a sense of what is right for the work as I proceed, my focus on 100
maintaining the integrity of the work with its inner (sovereign) logic. My ego is 
subordinate to my practice, which I see as an act of devotion. Not simply to nature and 
the Spirit/s dwelling therein, but to the art itself, a kind of deity full of meaning, beauty 
and inherent being. Perhaps this is what some have described as the muse? Art-making, 
for me, is an act of loving devotion. In practice there is no doubt, only faith in the 
process. Mysticism, in the form of creative practice, nature worship or other means of 
devotion, is a means of tipping the balance from the pain of self-centredness to the 
relief of interconnectedness. Peaks is both an expression of my own mystical seeking 
and a reminder to the viewer, like the “I” in Oliver’s poetry, of their own seeking 
impulse and the questions that lead beyond the self into the numinous. 
 Oliver, "Mary Oliver.”97
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Oliver: Poetry is a life-cherishing force. And it requires a vision — a faith to use an 
old-fashioned term. Yes, indeed. For poems are not words, after all, but fires for the 
cold, ropes let down to the lost, something as necessary as bread in the pockets of 
the hungry. Yes, indeed.  101
  Oliver, "Mary Oliver."101
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I don’t know where prayers go, 
or what they do. 
Do cats pray, while they sleep 
half-asleep in the sun? 
Does the opossum pray as it 
crosses the street? 
The sunflowers? The old black oak 
growing older every year? 
I know I can walk through the world, 
along the shore or under the trees, 
with my mind filled with things 
of little importance, in full 
self-attendance. A condition I can’t really 
call being alive. 
Is a prayer a gift, or a petition, 
or does it matter? 
The sunflowers blaze, maybe that’s their way. 
Maybe the cats are sound asleep. Maybe not. 
While I was thinking this I happened to be standing 
just outside my door, with my notebook open, 
which is the way I begin every morning. 
Then a wren in the privet began to sing. 
He was positively drenched in enthusiasm, 
I don’t know why. And yet, why not. 
I wouldn’t persuade you from whatever you believe 
or whatever you don’t. That’s your business. 
But I thought, of the wren’s singing, what could this be 
if it isn’t a prayer? 
So I just listened, my pen in the air. 
—Mary Oliver, “I Happened to be Standing,” A Thousand Mornings  102
 Mary Oliver, "I Happened to be Standing,” in A Thousand Mornings (London: Penguin Books, 102
2013).
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You do not have to be good. 
You do not have to walk on your knees 
for a hundred miles through the desert repenting. 
You only have to let the soft animal of your body 
love what it loves. 
Tell me about despair, yours, and I will tell you mine. 
Meanwhile the world goes on. 
Meanwhile the sun and the clear pebbles of the rain 
are moving across the landscapes, 
over the prairies and the deep trees, 
the mountains and the rivers. 
Meanwhile the wild geese, high in the clean blue air, 
are heading home again. 
Whoever you are, no matter how lonely, 
the world oﬀers itself to your imagination, 
calls to you like the wild geese, harsh and exciting - 
over and over announcing your place 
in the family of things. 
—Mary Oliver, “Wild Geese,” Dream Work  103
 Mary Oliver, “Wild Geese,” in Dream Work (New York: Grove Atlantic, Inc., 2014), 7.103
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Who made the world? 
Who made the swan, and the black bear? 
Who made the grasshopper? 
This grasshopper, I mean- 
the one who has flung herself out of the grass, 
the one who is eating sugar out of my hand, 
who is moving her jaws back and forth instead of up and down- 
who is gazing around with her enormous and complicated eyes. 
Now she lifts her pale forearms and thoroughly washes her face. 
Now she snaps her wings open, and floats away. 
I don't know exactly what a prayer is. 
I do know how to pay attention, how to fall down 
into the grass, how to kneel down in the grass, 
how to be idle and blessed, how to stroll through the fields, 
which is what I have been doing all day. 
Tell me, what else should I have done? 
Doesn't everything die at last, and too soon? 
Tell me, what is it you plan to do 
with your one wild and precious life? 
—Mary Oliver, “The Summer Day,” House of Light  104
 Mary Oliver, “The Summer Day,” in House of Light (Boston: Beacon Press, 2012), 60.104
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CHAPTER 8. LIMINALITY 
The experience of liminality provides an opportunity to see beyond dualistic 
constructions into the suchness of life. Liminality reveals the eternal truths of 
interconnectedness, impermanence and ‘emptiness’. This is why it has been used as a 
device in both spiritual and creative traditions; often sought out by the individual 
seeking a deeper understanding of life and their place in it. On the other hand, 
liminality is often avoided, or even feared, because it brings one face to face with the 
unknown. The traditions of Shinto and Zen Buddhism embrace liminality (and all that 
it allows); these traditions infuse the fabric of Japanese culture. Adrian Clement’s 
practice is informed in part by Japanese culture, as well as the quality of liminality 
inherent in his own experience of queerness . 
Turkle: Anthropologist Victor Turner writes that we are most free to explore 
identity in places outside of our normal life routines, places that are in some way 
“betwixt and between.” Turner calls them liminal, the Latin word for “threshold.” 
They are literally on the boundaries of things.  105
 I originally titled this chapter Suchness, a word used in a Zen Buddhist context to 
describe ‘things just as they are’.  However in responding to Clement’s work, 106
‘liminality’ is the theme that arose as the most pertinent connecting point to Peaks and 
my related research. Liminality provides a space in which to question the “boundaries 
of things,” which in turn points towards an experience of suchness or ‘things just as they 
are’, the experience of reality beyond the construction of ‘boundaries’ and dualistic 
constructions.  The boundaries between things are illusory, pointing ultimately to the 107
reality of interconnectedness. To use an example from physics, there is more empty 
space within an atom than actual matter, illustrating that the diﬀerence between 
‘materiality’ and ‘emptiness’ is an illusion.  Another example, who can really pinpoint 108
the exact moment that Winter changes to Spring, or Spring to Summer? Particularly in 
Western culture, people rely on constructions of separation to ‘make sense’ of the world 
 Sherry Turkle, Alone Together (New York City: Basic Books, 2011), 329, quoted in Adrian 105
Clement, “Imperceptible Conditions,” presentation, Graduate School Forum, Sydney College of 
the Arts, October 5, 2016.
 For further explanation of the term suchness, see introduction and appendix C.106
 Turkle, Alone Together, 329.107
 E. A. Davis and B. R. Webber, “Commentary on ‘The scattering of α and β particles by matter 108
and the structure of the atom’ by E. Rutherford (Philosophical Magazine 21 (1911) 669–688),” 
Philosophical Magazine 92, no. 4 (2012): 399-405. In 1911, physicist Ernest Rutherford published 
his scattering theory, which led to the development of the nuclear atomic model, wherein the 
atom’s mass is concentrated in the core, leaving the larger portion of the atom void. “In the Heart 
Sutra Buddha Shakyamuni says: “Form is emptiness, emptiness is form.” Buddhism teaches that 
ultimate reality embodying emptiness does not exist above or separate from conventional reality 
(Gyatso, 2001, p. 275f). It is in the objects of our perception that emptiness manifests. No higher 
realm of existence, no transcendental reality is postulated, other than emptiness. This subtle 
point, I believe, is also echoed in the quantum world. It would be wrong to think that electrons, 
protons, or phonons did not exist at all. They positively exist as abstractions or designations 
within “conventional reality.” However, when we look for the particles’ “ultimate reality,” when we 
investigate their ontological or epistemological basis, we find that they are less substantial than we 
first guessed. We find that nature does not conform to our conceptualization of it. One could say 
that the very nature of these particles, the set of all their observed attributes, arises out of their 
emptiness.” L. Q. English, “'Emptiness’ of Particles in Condensed Physics,” Found Sci 12, no. 155 
(2007): 169.
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they live in and their own experiences. These constructions are useful but inaccurate.  109
Zen Buddhism, its’ philosophy and practices, serve to bring us closer to experiencing 
and understanding reality, to take us beyond the constructions that our mind places on 
our experience. The concept of liminality is, admittedly, another of these constructions 
but it is useful here to illustrate how the separating action of dualistic concepts (empty/
solid, Winter/Spring) keeps us from a true understanding of the interconnected nature 
of ‘things just as they are’. Suchness is an experiential rather than intellectual 
understanding and art, as an experiential medium, oﬀers up experiences that point 
toward suchness. Clement’s work is often focused on this endeavour, often through use 
of liminality.  110
Clement: [G]raphic designer Kenya Hara’s 2010 publication White… explores white 
not as a colour, but as a sensory experience that is linked, in traditional Japanese 
culture, to emptiness and silence.  111
 Where you have suchness (the reality of things as they are), you also have liminality, 
which exists between ‘things’. Liminality is, in a way, antithetical to duality (this or that 
thinking), and therefore a powerful expression of suchness. Whilst visiting the Grand 
Ise Shrine in Mie Prefecture, I encountered a striking gesture of liminality. Standing at 
the threshold to a restricted ceremonial area, white fabric veiled the sacred space 
beyondd. The fabric caught the wind, its movement alternately revealing and 
concealing the view beyond. As I watched, it struck me as poignant that a thing as 
humble and insubstantial as a sheet of white fabric could act as a barrier between the 
mundane world and the sacred, between the viewer and spiritual mystery. The 
‘threshold’ is an important devise in both Shinto shrines and Buddhist temples, 
delineating sacred space. For example, in Shinto a sacred stone or waterfall is marked 
oﬀ using sacred rope and paper signifiers. Torii, or sacred gates, are common and iconic 
to Japan, found at both Shinto shrines and Buddhist temples.  A common Japanese 112
practice is to bow in respectful acknowledgment before passing through these gates. 
Hara: A Shinto shrine, jinja, is a central space hosting people’s religious activities. 
It is also called shiro, or yashiro, and its basic principle is to “embrace emptiness…” 
Precisely because this space is designed to be “empty,” there is always the 
possibility that something may enter it. This “may” is crucial too – it can be seen as 
the essence of Shinto, the thing that activates people’s minds and leads them to 
prayer.  113
 Commonly in Western culture, it is the boundaries between things that define 
them. Zen Buddhism shows us that these boundaries are constructions set up to put 
 “The slipperiness or elusiveness of the truth or reality or, shall I say, God, when one tries to get 109
hold of it or him by means of concepts or intellection, is like trying to catch a catfish with a gourd.” 
Suzuki, “What is Zen?,” in Zen and Japanese Culture, 15.
 Clement, "Imperceptible Conditions.”110
 Clement, “Imperceptible Conditions.”111
 Some notable examples are the Otorii (Big Gate) of Ōyunohara, Tanabe City, Wakayama (the 112
largest torii in Japan at 33.9 metres tall and 42 metres wide, made from 172 tons of steel), the 
‘floating’ torii of Itsukushima Jinja, Itsukushima Island (aka Miyajima), built from camphor wood 
on the tidal sands of the Seto Inland Sea, and the 10,000 torii leading a path up the Inari Mountain 
to Fushimi Inari Taisha, Kyoto.
 Hara, White, 39.113
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our minds at ease. This is pink, that is blue. I am a girl, you are a boy. Everything in its’ 
‘right’ place, the world in order. Binary constructions may seem mostly innocent, and 
certainly they often serve a practical purpose. However, a problem arises when we need 
to understand ‘things’ that do not conform to a dualistic perspective. Two very topical 
examples of this issue are the areas of gender and sexuality. Binary roles seem to serve 
some people well (although I would argue that this too is a fallacy), but what happens 
when a person falls between the cracks, per say, between black and white definitions? 
In these cases, either/or definitions do not express the suchness or reality of everyone’s 
experience, perhaps not anyone’s, and there is a growing movement to validate and 
recognise liminal states of being such as ‘intersex’ gender and ‘queer’ sexuality.  114
Clement: Almost, [Figure 53] which exists at the threshold between white and 
colour, provides an experience of white that does not make sense (or cannot be 
resolved) by our intellect, but is understood through our senses. That is to say, in 
viewing these prints, one gets the sense that something is amiss (are the works 
white or are they coloured?), but cannot articulate what is going on because of its 
incredible subtlety. Operating also at the threshold between the perceptible and 
the imperceptible, where nothing is certain or fixed, the works suspend viewers in 
an empty space and the silence of unknowing. These prints encapsulate the 
essence of my ongoing enquiry into work that is outside of concepts and 
unmediated by ideas and understood instead through our senses.  115
 This “silence of unknowing,” as Clement describes it, is deeply uncomfortable for 
some (most) people.  The reality or suchness of life is in these undefined spaces, the 116
yellow/white or the “I’m not quite sure what colour this is.” Clement’s work provides a 
beautiful experience of this, oﬀering up, if we are willing, an experience of ‘unknowing’ 
to the viewer. 
Suzuki: The reason I dared to photograph subjects like fire or light, which came out 
overexposed, was that I wanted to make a work containing the white colour of the 
printing paper which resulted from the brightness of the subjects over the latitude 
of the film. A photograph cannot be called a photograph without an “image,” or the 
subject in it. That is, the white printing pater is just a “matiere” which is never 
considered as a photograph. I wished to approach the boundary between the 
photograph and the white printing paper.  117
 Risaku Suzuki’s series Beyond the Realm of Time features photographs of the Oto 
Festival held in Shingu, Wakayama Prefecture. This is a sacred fire festival held every 
February 6th when, at dusk, two thousand men run with torches from the mountaintop 
Kamikura Jinja down aged stone stairs to the base of the mountain. Fire is a notoriously 
diﬃcult subject to photograph, as the bright light causes overexposure of the flame 
(appearing white) and underexposure of the surrounding image (appearing black). Here 
Suzuki’s approach shares aﬃnity with Clement’s piece The Unseen (Figure 54), a white 
‘image’ printed via the inkjet process, resulting in a blank piece of paper that is 
simultaneously a print of ‘white’. In both pieces, there is an exploration of the threshold 
between the material (“matiere”) and immaterial, between ‘thing’ and ‘emptiness’. For 
Clement, this enquiry arises from his research into and practice of Zen Buddhism. For 
 Clement’s Becoming is an example of his work with colour and its associated meanings, 114
specifically associations with gender and queer sexuality (Figures 48-52).
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Suzuki, whose life and practice are embedded in Japanese culture, it may simply be an 
expression of the Zen Buddhist sensibilities that are inseparable from Japanese culture. 
This same culture recognises a wider array of flavours than considered in Western 
culture, including the ambiguous umami, described as ‘brothy’ or ‘meaty’. Japanese 
aesthetic sensitivity extends to seasonal colours, which relate to natural objects such as 
local plants, flowers and fruits eg. sakura-iro (cherry blossom-colour) or umezome 
(plum-dyed). From these examples, it seems that Japanese people, thanks to their rich 
cultural heritage, have finely honed senses, a practice of attentiveness to detail and a 
cultivated relationship with liminality that brings an awareness of suchness into their 
everyday lives.  118
Clement: Because the printer does not use white ink and the paper that the print is 
printed on is also white, the computer software tells the printer that white areas are 
empty, thus rendering ‘The Unseen’ completely blank, an inkjet print in which no 
ink was actually used, despite the print having gone through the process of being 
printed… I point to its reality, highlighting… that even a blank piece of paper is the 
result of processes and interconnectedness that are beyond our ability to 
conceptualise.  119
 Clement, as a friend and collaborative partner, has been an important influence on 
Peaks. Our work together on the White project helped me to move beyond photography 
and video, the mediums I am trained in, to explore sculpture and installation. Building 
on the confidence gained through this experience, with Peaks I expanded my practice 
to include text-based work. White also gave me the opportunity to work in a way that 
was material-driven, with works such as Rose Water arising directly from the qualities 
embodied in a particular material, literally rose water in this example. Despite 
embracing the material, my practice is driven by the photographic. However, I also 
consider imagery content as having a materiality. With Peaks, the imagery (observed 
and captured spontaneously during my travels in Japan) informed the process and 
progression of the work. In my practice there is a direct relationship between material 
and process; conceptualisation and construction of meaning emerge consequently, as a 
result of this primary relationship. White taught me to embrace a way of working which 
privileges the viewer’s sensory experience of the work (including the sensory quality of 
images conveyed by the written word) over the conceptual or intellectual. This opens 
work up to a kind of conceptual ‘emptiness’ which, in a similar way to the functionality 
of ‘emptiness’ in Shinto, delineates a space that becomes a vessel for meaning. This 
meaning is not fixed or projected out to the viewer. Rather, it arrives through an active 
relationship between artwork and viewer, wherein both  are simultaneously receptive 
and creative. 'Emptiness’ allows for a spiritual experience to arise as the viewer engages 
with the artwork. In a way, the work creates space and the viewer brings prayer, 
together manifesting the “eight million gods” that Hara speaks of, a communication 
between an individual and the numinous.  120
 “[M]ost letters in Japan begin with some form of seasonal greeting – in the spring, “It’s the time 118
when fresh grass sprouts” or “In this season of fragrant breezes,” and in winter, “The cold gets 
more severe with each passing day” or "In this time of piercing cold.” It is important to express the 
feelings of the seasons in these expressions, and many books are published in Japan that provide 
‘set phrases’ for accomplishing this goal.” Davies and Ikeno, “Kitetsu.” The Japanese sensitivity to 
seasonality is well-cultivated. For more on this topic, refer back to chapter seven.
 Clement, "Imperceptible Conditions.”119
 Hara, White, 39.120
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Hara: The ancient Japanese religion of Shinto worships the “eight million gods” 
within nature, but when we look at it from a diﬀerent angle, we can understand it 
as a technique of communication, an imaginative power that invites wandering 
gods from everywhere.  121
 Liminality also describes my experience as a gaijin in Japan; a small window of 
time outside of my ‘normal’ life. I felt an immense freedom to explore a new 
environment and the boundaries of my own identity – my appearance, my behaviour, 
my interests, my art-making practice. I felt thrown out beyond my own boundaries, 
outside of my skin. I felt at once invisible and hyper-exposed. Being “outside of [my] 
normal life routines,” I occupied a liminal space which (temporarily) freed my mind 
and my creativity also.  My brain responded to the experience of overwhelming 122
newness and freedom as if to a drug, stimulating a kind of altered state. In altered 
states, we can gain a heightened awareness of the interconnectedness of life and 
meaningfulness in all things. There are many accounts of drug-induced psychedelic 
trips opening the mind to spiritual insight. However, altered states can be accessed in 
many ways, not just through the use of drugs. Altered states, induced via various 
means, are used to access insight in many mystical practices (including Zen Buddhist 
meditation). The true nature of time and mortality (impermanence) are enquiries that 
arise often in these states. 
Clement: Hara observes that the kanji for the word ‘white’ in Japanese is meant to 
resemble a skull, the kind of bone left by an animal after its death, bleached by the 
sun, suggesting notions of mortality and immortality.  123
 ‘Emptiness’, time and mortality are inextricably linked, as illustrated by the 
Japanese word for white, shiro.  Peaks explores the boundaries of photography and 124
the photographic relationship to time. Time is, after all, the essential question of the 
photographic. Time may, in the context of this discussion, seem like another 
construction, conceptualised by humans for practical purposes. However time has an 
innate reality; it is a natural phenomenon completely outside of human control and, 
whether we are aware of it or not, time keeps passing. But the human experience of 
time is fallible; we experience time through a sense-to-mind connection, essentially 
through our unreliable and ever-changing bodies. As part of nature, we are inextricably 
connected to the passing of time. Although there are many theories pertaining to the 
potential soul-life of human beings, mortality is the inescapable reality of the human 
body. Our finite lives can be seen as a sublime embodiment of liminality; we are born, 
we die, these two bookends of life are inevitable. We live our entire lives in a liminal 
space between life and death. Peaks is a memorial to an experience of liminality, my 
time in Japan. ‘Emptiness’ and impermanence are a defining aspect of the suchness of 
our human lives. Although confronting, the realisation of these truths open us up to the 
simultaneous truth of interconnectedness, bringing us in contact with meaning far 
beyond the egoic “I,” beyond our self-centred individual identities. Liminality provides 
 Hara, White, 39.121
 Turkle, Reclaiming Conversation, 329.122
 Clement, "Imperceptible Conditions.”123
 Clement, "Imperceptible Conditions.”124
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an opportunity to step out of the limitations of ‘self’ and redefine our relationship with 
reality and the numinous. Art is a means to initiate experience, and the functionality of 
Peaks is to hold a space of liminality for the viewer to enter and experience. The 
'emptiness' of this space invites in the viewer’s existential queries, those we all hold 
with us as essential to understanding this being human. 
July: Maybe I had miscalculated what was left of my life. Maybe it wasn’t loose 
change. Or, actually, the whole thing was loose change, from start to finish - many, 
many little moments, each holiday, each Valentine, each year unbearably 
repetitive and yet somehow always new. You could never buy anything with it, you 
could never cash it in for something more valuable or more whole. It was just all 
these days, held together only by the fragile memory of one person - or, if you were 
lucky, two. And because of this, this lack of inherent meaning or value, it was 
stunning. Like the most intricate, radical piece of art, the kind of art I was always 
trying to make. It dared to mean nothing and so demanded everything of you.  125
 July, It chooses you, 199.125
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Figure 48. Adrian Clement, Becoming 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Figure 49. Adrian Clement, Becoming 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Figure 50. Adrian Clement, Becoming 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Figure 51. Adrian Clement, Becoming 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Figure 52. Adrian Clement, Becoming 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Figure 53. Adrian Clement, Almost 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Figure 54. Adrian Clement, The Unseen 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CONCLUSION 
You ain’t trying hard enough 
You ain’t loving hard enough 
You don’t love me deep enough 
We not reaching peaks enough 
–Beyoncé, “Don’t Hurt Yourself,” Lemonade  126
 Although I named Peaks before connecting it to the powerful lyrics of Beyoncé’s 
Don’t Hurt Yourself, they perfectly express how I feel about life, especially spiritual life. 
Beyoncé sings of a relationship, of romantic love, but this acts as a metaphor for 
something greater, a spiritual love, as if the Universe itself is exhorting humanity to do 
better, to be better.  This voice speaks to my personal striving for a devotional ideal, to 127
be worthy of the love of Spirit and the blessing that is life; to my striving to love harder 
(‘big love’, agape love); to my falling short, my continuing to strive. The title Peaks 
derives from the phrase ‘peaks and valleys’, a metaphor of nature applied often to 
elements of human experience. Peaks refers to the ups and downs of spiritual life and 
this spiritual life I speak of is simply mundane life lived with some amount of 
awareness and feeling. My own spiritual life went through a shift during my time in 
Japan; the experience moved me. There, I encountered devotion woven into everyday 
life and a spirituality relating to religion but not bound by it, predating it even, 
primordial. A spirituality as old as the land, an intimate relationship between nature 
and humans (themselves an expression of nature), carried on through generations. 
Even through modernisation, urbanisation and Westernisation, the spirituality of 
Japan remains strong. I could feel its presence in the rivers and mountains, in the 
sacred sites and rituals, and in the people. 
 I had planned a final chapter to this research paper, titled “Devotion." My time in 
Japan and the making of Peaks left me longing for a life of devotion. But devotion is 
something I struggle with daily, longing to embrace it in both my spiritual life and 
artistic practice. The reality is that I find it diﬃcult to hold on to ritual amidst the 
mundane details of daily life. But the memories of Japan stay with me; Peaks is a 
testament to this. In a previous draft of this conclusion, I wrote: 
I see my work as reading like poetry. With practice and devotion, I hope to develop 
work that comes closer to haiku, with the capacity for pure insight and feeling 
beyond the limitations of an intellectual perspective. With this intention, I turn up 
to practice, to the field and the waterfall, to processes of purification and prayer, to 
devotion in “this one wild and precious life.”  The order of practice brings clarity 128
to the wilds of nature and inspiration. 
 In reality, over six months on, I find myself far from these practices. But the 
intention that I set shines like a beacon, highlighting my values and hopes for the 
future. The making of Peaks required devotion, the writing of this research paper 
required devotion, so perhaps I am closer to this ideal than I realise. I am thankful for 
my journey, with all its blessings and challenges, moved by a swelling gratitude. 
 Beyoncé, “Don’t Hurt Yourself,” Lemonade, Parkwood Entertainment, Columbia Records, 2016.126
 Beyoncé, “Don’t Hurt Yourself.”127
 Oliver, "The Summer’s Day.”128
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Perhaps this is also how I will feel when I look back on my life toward its’ end. Perhaps 
this is life. Devotion. Inspired by our impermanence and interconnectedness, and a 
little fear of the unknown. 
 In this research paper, I have explored the key concerns, experiences and points of 
reference that informed the development of Peaks and my broader artistic practice to 
date. Naivety, autobiography, narrative, history, nature, mysticism and liminality each 
have have their place here. The thread that runs, as a constant, through these chapters 
is paradox. This is the thread that ties my spiritual life with my creative life. Paradox is 
many things to me, a practice, a philosophy, a spiritual truth. My practices, both 
personal and academic, have led me to embrace paradox and, in turn, the embracing of 
paradox leads my practices deeper into the unknown, where all potential and meaning 
reside. Perhaps the quintessential paradox lies in the relationship between individual 
consciousness and the numinous. In ‘oneness,’ the individual self finds much-needed 
connection and meaning. In contemporary Western culture, access to the experience of 
‘oneness’ is rare, and so we need to actively seek it out. Not with an egoic self-
centredness, but an openness that comes from following natural instinct and innate 
spiritual longing. As can be seen in the examples presented in this paper, art, nature, 
creative and spiritual practice, these have the ability to integrate an experiential 
understanding of suchness with the mundane experience of human life. The result is an 
acceptance of reality in its humble wonder, in its state of paradox. 
Swell and fall the sound 
The ten thousand cicadas 
Now become one, ah 
–Hayley Rose Hill, Untitled Haiku  129
 This is one of two haiku I wrote during the master-class with Honimoto-San in Shingu (see 129
chapter six).
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APPENDIX A 
SHINTO: INTRODUCTION 
Prince Shotoku, the first Japanese envoy to China during the Sui Dynasty and the 
man credited with introducing Buddhism to Japan, coined the following famous 
analogy to describe Japanese religious practices: 
 - Shinto: the roots of a tree; imbedded in the very heart of the   
  Japanese people 
 - Confucianism: the trunk and branches; politics, morality, and   
  education 
 - Buddhism: the flowers, religious feelings bloom as flowers 
Shinto thus forms the bedrock layer of the multilayered, syncretic religious and 
philosophical beliefs system of Japan. Its origins are obscure and lie in the nation’s 
prehistory–when the Japanese first became aware of themselves as a people, it was 
already there. The term Shinto (“The Way of the Gods”) was coined at a later stage in 
Japanese history in order to distinguish the wide range of animistic practices and 
numerous local cults native to Japan from the newly adopted Buddhist religion (c. 
6th century AD). 
 Characteristic of all forms of Animism is their attribution of conscious life to 
nature or natural objects, and a belief in the existence of innumerable spirits which 
are thought to inhabit sacred places and which are intimately involved in human 
aﬀairs. These nature spirits are though to sanction human beings for neglect of 
ritual or breaking taboos, but not usually with regard to moral codes. Ceremonies 
are important, not in the sense of communicating with a divine creator, nor in 
terms of metaphysics or even how to lead a moral or ethical life, but most are 
concerned with the practicalities of daily life: securing food, curing illness, 
averting danger, obtaining profit, etc. The intervention of the spirit world is 
typically achieved through ceremonial oﬀerings and ritual prayers.  130
 Davies, “Shinto,” 39-40.130
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APPENDIX B 
ZEN: ZEN BELIEFS 
Zen stresses that the Buddha-nature (cf. Tao) resides in all things, but that this 
reality cannot be taught because it is beyond duality and conceptualisation. In Zen, 
as in Taoism, essential truth is incommunicable–enlightenment (satori) is sought 
in immediate experience and spiritual peace and the Absolute is found in the 
phenomenal world. Zen emphasizes that all human beings originally possess the 
Buddha-nature within themselves and need only the actual experience of it to 
achieve enlightenment. Enlightenment is seen as a liberation from man’s 
intellectual nature, from the burden of fixed ideas and feelings about reality–“Zen 
always aims at grasping the central fact of life, which can never be brought to the 
dissecting table of intellect” (Suzuki, 1964, p. 51). Those who are enlightened cannot 
explain this ultimate truth, which is both radically simple and self-evident but 
beyond the ordinary duality of subject and object. It cannot be conveyed by books, 
words, concepts, or teachers, but must be realized by immediate and direct 
personal experience. 
 Zen is neither a religion nor a philosophy, but rather a contemplative form of 
mysticism which disdains study, reason, and metaphysics, and stresses the flash of 
intuition obtained in meditation. Like other forms of Buddhism, it is loosely 
organized and lacking in any strongly defined principle of authority. Although Zen 
reveres the historical Buddha, training and practice is focused in the person of the 
Master, as it is believed that instruction from a Master can awaken in a disciple the 
Buddha-nature that everyone possesses: 
Enlightenment means seeing your own essential nature and this at 
the same time means seeing through to the essential nature of the 
cosmos and of all things. For seeing through to essential nature is 
the window to enlightenment. One may call essential nature truth 
if one wants to. In Buddhism from ancient times it has been 
called… Buddha-nature or One Mind. In Zen it has been called 
nothingness… The designations may be diﬀerent, but the content is 
completely the same. (Zen master Hakuin Yasutani Roshi; as cited 
in Scott & Doubleday, 1992, p. 2).  131
 Davies, “Zen,” 93-94.131
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APPENDIX C 
WHAT IS ZEN? 
…We can now state a few things about Zen in a more or less summary way: 
(1) Zen discipline consists in attaining enlightenment (or satori, in Japanese). 
(2) Satori finds a meaning hitherto hidden in our daily concrete particular   
 experiences, such as eating, drinking, or business of all kinds. 
(3) The meaning thus revealed is not something added from the outside. It is in   
 being itself, in becoming itself, in living itself. This is called, in Japanese, a   
 life of kono-mama or sono-mama.  Kono- or sono-mama means the “isness”   132
 of a thing, Reality in its isness. 
(4) Some may say, “There cannot be any meaning in mere isness.” But this is not  
 the view held by Zen, for according to it, isness is the meaning. When I see   
 into it I see it as clearly as I see myself reflected in a mirror. 
(5) This is what made Hō Koji (P’ang Chü-shih), a lay disciple of the eight   
 century, declare: 
How wondrous this, how mysterious! 
I carry fuel, I draw water. 
 The fuel-carrying or the water-drawing itself, apart from its utilitarianism, is   
 full of meaning; hence its “wonder,” its “mystery.” 
(6) Satori is emancipation, moral, spiritual, as well as intellectual. When I am in   
 my isness, thoroughly purged of all intellectual sediments, I have my   
 freedom in its primary sense. 
(8) When the mind, now abiding in its isness – which, to use Zen verbalism, is   
 not isness – and thus free from intellectual complexities and moralistic   
 attachments of every description, surveys the world of the senses in all its   
 multiplicities, it discovers in it all sorts of value hitherto hidden from sight.   
 Here opens to the artist a world full of wonders and miracles. 
(9) The artist’s world is one of free creation, and this can come only from   
 intuitions directly and immediately rising from the isness of things,   
 unhampered by senses and intellect. He creates forms and sounds out of   
 formlessness and soundlessness. To this extent, the artist’s world coincides   
 with that of Zen. 
(10) What diﬀerentiates Zen from the arts is this: While the artists have to resort   
 to the canvas and brush or mechanical instruments or some other mediums   
 to express themselves, Zen has no need of things external, except “the body”   
 in which the Zen-man is so to speak embodied. From the absolute point of   
 view this is not correct; I say it only in concession to the worldly way of   
 saying things. What Zen does is to delineate itself on the infinite canvas of   
 time and space the way the flying wild geese cast their shadow on the water   
 below without any idea of doing so, while the water reflects the geese just as   
 naturally and unintentionally. 
(11) The Zen-man is an artist to the extent that, as the sculptor chisels out a great   
 figure deeply buried in a mass of inert matter, the Zen-man transforms his   
 own life into a work of creation, which exists, as Christians might say, in the   
 mind of God.  133
 Kono is “this,” sono is “that,” and mama means “as-it-is-ness.” Kono-mama or sono-mama thus 132
corresponds to the Sanskrit tathatā, “suchness,” and to the Chinese chih-mo or shih-mo.
 After writing the above I feel somewhat uneasy lest my readers may not be able to comprehend 133
what Zen means to us of modern time. Everything of life nowadays shows the tendency to turn 
into a complete routine of mechanization, leaving nothing that will demonstrate the dignity and 
destiny of human existence. Hence the two extracts from the Hekigan-shū (“Blue Rock Collection) 
and an abstract of the Yuma Kyō (“Vimalakīrti Sūtra”), which make up the first part of the 
appendices. Those who wish to pursue the study of Zen Buddhism further are advised to consult 
the works of the present author on the subject… Suzuki, “What is Zen?,” 16-17.
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APPENDIX D 
FURTHER IMAGES RELATING TO PEAKS 
  
Hayley Rose Hill, Longing (Journey to the Pure Land) (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from 
a series of five photographs  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Hayley Rose Hill, Longing (Journey to the Pure Land) (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from 
a series of five photographs  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Hayley Rose Hill, Longing (Journey to the Pure Land) (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from 
a series of five photographs  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Hayley Rose Hill, Longing (Journey to the Pure Land) (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from 
a series of five photographs  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Hayley Rose Hill, Longing (Journey to the Pure Land) (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from   
a series of five photographs  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Hayley Rose Hill, A Drop in the Ocean (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series of three 
photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, A Drop in the Ocean (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series of three 
photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, A Drop in the Ocean (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series of three 
photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, Holy Holy (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series of five 
photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, Holy Holy (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series of five  
photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, Holy Holy (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series of five  
photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, Holy Holy (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series of five  
photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, Holy Holy (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series of five  
photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, Murder Stone (Pray for Me) (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series 
of five photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, Murder Stone (Pray for Me) (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series   
of five photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, Murder Stone (Pray for Me) (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series   
of five photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, Murder Stone (Pray for Me) (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series   
of five photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, Murder Stone (Pray for Me) (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series   
of five photographs 
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Hayley Rose Hill, The Valley of Life and Death I (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a 
series of three photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, The Valley of Life and Death I (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a  
series of three photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, The Valley of Life and Death I (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a  
series of three photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, The Valley of Life and Death II (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a 
series of two photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, The Valley of Life and Death II (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a  
series of two photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, The Valley of Life and Death III (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a 
series of two photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, The Valley of Life and Death III (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a  
series of two photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, In Her Shadow (Prostrate) (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series 
of three photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, In Her Shadow (Prostrate) (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series   
of three photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, In Her Shadow (Prostrate) (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series   
of three photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, Seekers (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series of four 
photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, Seekers (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series of four 
photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, Seekers (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series of four 
photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, Seekers (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series of four 
photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, As Above (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series of three 
photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, As Above (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series of three   
photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, As Above (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series of three   
photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, Endless Endless (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series of two 
photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, Endless Endless (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print, excerpt from a series of two 
photographs 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Hayley Rose Hill, Golden Carp (Swimming Upstream) 13.5.16 (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print  
13.5.16
Bryan Ferry!
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Hayley Rose Hill, Golden Carp (Swimming Upstream) 14.5.16 (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print  
14.5.16
Limestone? 
Eagles 
Dark blue and red bird, Nachi 
Teeny yellow-bellied birds 
The smell of woodsmoke and waterfall 
Bird boxes 
A bottle of green tea on the altar 
My camera stops when I try to take photos of a small shrine 
Silent russet-bellied bird 
Mimasu 
Stone in the tree 
Orange, light orange 
Sweet bird calls, left and right 
Solar panels 
The warm smell of tatami 
Chilled tea 
Fresh takoyaki, homemade
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Hayley Rose Hill, Golden Carp (Swimming Upstream) 15.5.16 I (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet prints, 
excerpt from a series of two prints 
15.5.16
What is it that I love about this culture? The connection to nature, in both mundane and spiritual life. 
Growing your own vegetables and preparing local dishes. Having a friendly relationship with the local jinja 
priest. Living between both sea and mountains. Suzushii. Ureshii. The sunshine and the haze. Little owner-run 
shops, each with their own character, selling vintage or homemade goods at low prices. The American diner 
with the French name and 50’s rock’n’roll playing on the stereo. Not wanting to leave. Passing through. 
Endlessly fascinating scenes from the train window; rice fields, mountains, limestone-tinted rivers running 
low over grey stones, fly-fishermen, cranes picking and birds of prey circling, seaside towns, stony beaches 
winged by rocky outcrops. And so much still hidden. Tunnels opening onto a rush of leaves. So many shades 
of green. My reflection in photos taken from the train window. Blue, green, blue, green… Sanpoka after 
breakfast. Train stops; Taiji (whale mural)… Straight and thin trunks; hon; mori. Rectangular rice fields fit 
together like tiles. Long, straight bridges in pastel green-coated iron. Bays with stone jetties, dinghies, 
scattered rocks. A fisherman sits, waiting. Houses line the coast. I remember the large black butterflies I have 
seen, with a hint of jewel-colour on their wings. Port towns. A moment of uncultivated wetland. Native birds 
in many colours, with clear voices sounding all around the Taisha. Mountains now, as we move along the 
coastline to Kii-Tanabe, and rivers. Communicating with my host in Japanese, sometimes she looks up a 
translation on her iPad. Keiko-san. Learning how to play again, with my camera, with my mind. Sugoi! The 
coast curls around again. A two-hour trip on the Ltd. Exp. Go by feel. The practice of forgetting food is 
learning to live. Moving swiftly. Moss-lined hills. The trees are thick. These bridges dark red and pale blue; a 
little arch. Kayaking? That would be nice. Hitori, just me. Daijoubu. Counting the days of the week; 
Getsuyobi, Kayobi, Suiyobi, Mokuyobi, Kinyobi, Doyobi, Nichiyobi. Moon, fire, water, wood, gold, earth, sun. 
Still water in the rice paddies reflects like glass. Wild vegetables. Rocks like apostles line the sea. Jagged. A 
delicate gold ring on each hand. Chotto tsukarete imasu demo… Ureshii. Kushimoto… Drink water. Keep 
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Hayley Rose Hill, Golden Carp (Swimming Upstream) 15.5.16 I (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet prints,  
excerpt from a series of two prints 
15.5.16
drinking water. Don’t think of pastries. Vintage t-shirts. Automatic doors. Sensor flush. Thinking of Ducky, 
missing him in my belly. The farmer was tanned from working in the sun. Run-san. My soft-leather wallet is 
starting to wear, pink and gold, Chisato Tsumori. Mizu. Cool water. A little hungry. Rest now. Breathe deeply. 
Uncross legs and suretch out. Wearing Phoebe’s paisley shorts. My baseball cap that says “Don’t Look Back”. 
Ducky’s gold watch. Maybe another hour? Bright seaside tori. Dreaming of a camping tour in Summer… 
Travelling on foot around Okinawa… Grey cemetery stepping down the hillside. Trees and rock enmeshed, 
no separation. Jutting out from the sea. More fishermen. Another world from Tokyo… Bow twice deeply. Clap 
twice. Bow once more. The white curtain blows in the breeze, reveals a little. Kii-Tanabe coming up. A royal 
blue-tiled roof, glittering. Yama to yama to yama… This bridge is deep green. Fruit trees waiting for Summer. 
Brown bird circling, wings catching the light. Hawk or eagle? Dog kennell in the woods. A semicircle houses 
at the foot of the mountain. Hi-tech rice farming. Water purification plant. Solar panels. Plastic-lined 
greenhouses. Farming country. Another blue roof, so bright. Mamonaku Shirahama de. A woman calf-deep in 
the mud, protected in tall gumboots and wide-brimmed hat. Water lilies in a muddy pond. Water trickles 
through the irrigation, filling the rice paddy. Houses look like they’re floating on the shallow water. Farmers 
weed attentively. Golden bamboo fronds bend sideways. Rows of bicycles. Plants grow on houses. Always, 
nature is co-creating. Kii-Tanabe. 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Hayley Rose Hill, Golden Carp (Swimming Upstream) 15.5.16 II (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print  
15.5.16
Bottlebrush 
Egret/crane in the rice field 
Shingu jinja priest complimented my Japanese accent :) 
A goat in town 
Grateful Dead 
Watching a girl slip through a fence 
Father and daughter sliding downhill on a makeshift toboggan, she says “hayaku” 
Kalaja: Casual Land Japan 
Hangover: We’ll steal your time 
(izakaya?) 
Hot banana coffee 
Walked into antique shop, owner sleeping on the couch, mouth wide open… 
Is someone playing the saxophone? I feel like I’m in a movie… 
Where am I? Tanabe Ginza…
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Hayley Rose Hill, Golden Carp (Swimming Upstream) 16.5.16 (2016), 21 x 29.7 cm, inkjet print  
16.5.16
6am bird call over the sound of rushing water, the sweetest thing 
Tanoki, lower than fox 
Two sounds 
River water outside 
Hot spring inside 
So much like home: 
Mountains 
Waterfalls 
Rainforest 
Mist 
Goukurakujoudou 
Tonbi 
Yu no hana
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Hayley Rose Hill, Birdsong (2016), 4 minutes 5 seconds, digital video, video still  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Hayley Rose Hill, The Moon in a Bowl of Water (2016), 5 minutes 20 seconds, digital video, video 
still 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Hayley Rose Hill, Civilisation (2016), 3 minutes, digital video, video still  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Hayley Rose Hill, Milk and Honey Barbara (2016), 5 minutes, digital video, video still  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Hayley Rose Hill, Grace (Moving) (2016), 5 minutes, digital video, video still  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Hayley Rose Hill, Staring at the Sun (2016), 7 minutes, digital video, video still  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Hayley Rose Hill, Heaven (A Wing and a Prayer) (2016), 5 minutes, digital video, video still  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Hayley Rose Hill, Tears (2016), 5 minutes, digital video, video still  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